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Abstract
This paper is studying the critical regime of the planar random-cluster model
on Z2 with cluster-weight q ∈ [1,4). More precisely, we prove crossing estimates
in quads which are uniform in their boundary conditions and depend only on their
extremal lengths. They imply in particular that any fractal boundary is touched by
macroscopic clusters, uniformly in its roughness or the configuration on said boundary.
Additionally, they imply that any sub-sequential scaling limit of the collection of
interfaces between primal and dual clusters is made of loops that are non-simple.
We also obtain a number of properties of so-called arm-events: three universal
critical exponents (two arms in the half-plane, three arms in the half-plane and five
arms in the bulk), quasi-multiplicativity and well-separation properties (even when
arms are not alternating between primal and dual), and the fact that the four-arm
exponent is strictly smaller than 2. These results were previously known only for
Bernoulli percolation (q = 1) and the FK-Ising model (q = 2).
Finally, we prove new bounds on the one, two and four arms exponents for q ∈[1,2]. These improve the previously known bounds, even for Bernoulli percolation.
1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Understanding the behaviour of physical systems undergoing a continuous phase transi-
tion at their critical point is one of the major challenges of modern statistical physics,
both on the physics and the mathematical sides. In this paper, we focus on percolation
systems which provide models of random subgraphs of a given lattice. Bernoulli percola-
tion is maybe the most studied such model, and breakthroughs in the understanding of its
phase transition have often served as milestones in the history of statistical physics. The
random-cluster model (also called Fortuin-Kasteleyn percolation), another example of a
percolation model, was introduced by Fortuin and Kasteleyn around 1970 [For71, FK72]
as a generalisation of Bernoulli percolation. It was found to be related to many other
models of statistical mechanics, including the Ising and Potts models, and to exhibit a
very rich critical behaviour.
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The arrival of the renormalization group (RG) formalism (see [Fis98] for a histor-
ical exposition) led to a (non-rigorous) deep physical and geometrical understanding of
continuous phase transitions. The RG formalism suggests that “coarse-graining” renormal-
ization transformations correspond to appropriately changing the scale and the parameters
of the model under study. The large scale limit of the critical regime then arises as the
fixed point of the renormalization transformations. A striking consequence of the RG
formalism is that, the critical fixed point being usually unique, the scaling limit at the
critical point must satisfy translation, rotation and scale invariance. In seminal papers
[BPZ84b, BPZ84a], Belavin, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov went even further by suggest-
ing a much stronger invariance of statistical physics models at criticality: since the scaling
limit quantum field theory is a local field, it should be invariant by any map which is
locally a composition of translation, rotation and homothety, which led them to postulate
full conformal invariance. These papers gave birth to Conformal Field Theory, one of
the most studied domains of modern physics. Of particular importance from the point
of view of physics and for the relevance of our paper is the fact that the scaling limits of
different random-cluster models at criticality are expected to be related to a range of 2D
conformal field theories. Existence of a conformally invariant scaling limit was rigorously
proved for the random-cluster model in two special cases corresponding to cluster-weight
q = 2 [Smi10, CDHKS13, KS16] and q = 1 (in this case the proof only applies to a related
model called site percolation on the triangular lattice [Smi01]) only.
For percolation models in two dimensions, conformal invariance translates into pre-
dictions for so-called crossing probabilities of topological rectangles (also called quads):
as the scale of the quad increases to infinity, the crossing probability should converge to
a quantity that depends only on the extremal distance of the quad. In this paper, we
show that crossing probabilities of quads are bounded in terms of the extremal distance
of the quad only, thus hinting to their conformal invariance. In addition, we prove that
pivotal points are abundant, a fact which is very useful in the study of the geometry of
large clusters. While we are currently unable to show existence and conformal invariance
of the scaling limit for general cluster weight q ∈ [1,4], the properties derived in this paper
should serve as stepping stones towards a better understanding of the critical phase, as
was the case for q = 1 and q = 2.
1.2 Definition of the random-cluster model
As mentioned in the previous section, the model of interest in this paper is the random-
cluster model, which we now define. For background, we direct the reader to the mono-
graph [Gri06] and the lecture notes [Dum17].
Consider the square lattice (Z2,E), that is the graph with vertex-set Z2 = {(n,m) ∶
n,m ∈ Z} and edges between nearest neighbours. In a slight abuse of notation, we will
write Z2 for the graph itself. In this paper we will mainly work with the random-cluster
model on discrete domains that are specific subgraphs of Z2 (together with a boundary),
defined as follows.
Let γ = (x0, . . . , x`−1) be a simple loop on Z2, i.e. x0, . . . , x`−1 are distinct vertices,
and xi is a neighbour of xi+1 for 0 ≤ i < ` (where x` ∶= x0). Consider the (finite) set E
of edges enclosed by the loop (including the edges {xi, xi+1} of γ) and define the graph
D = (V,E) induced by E. Any graph obtained in this way is called a (discrete) domain.
Notice that one can always reconstruct the loop γ (up to re-ordering of the vertices) from
the data of the domain D , and we define the boundary ∂D to be the set of vertices on
the loop γ. We point out that the boundary of a discrete domain differs from the more
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standard graph-theoretical notion of boundary: in particular, a vertex of ∂D may have all
its neighbours in the domain (see Fig. 1).
Figure 1: An example of a discrete domain D = (V,E). The loop γ is represented by the
bold line surrounding D . The dots represent the elements of the vertex set V .
A percolation configuration ω = (ωe ∶ e ∈ E) on a domain D = (V,E) is an element
of {0,1}E . An edge e is said to be open (in ω) if ωe = 1, otherwise it is closed. A
configuration ω is identified to the subgraph of D with vertex-set V and edge-set {e ∈ E ∶
ωe = 1}. When speaking of connections in ω, we view ω as a graph. For A,B,S ⊂ V , we
say that A is connected to B in S if there exists a path in ω going from A to B and using
vertices in S only. We denote this event by A S←→ B (we omit S when it is the full domain).
A cluster is a connected component of ω.
Boundary conditions on D are given by a partition ξ of ∂D . We say that two vertices
of ∂D are wired together if they belong to the same element of the partition ξ.
Definition 1.1 Let D = (V,E) be a discrete domain. The random-cluster measure on D
with edge-weight p ∈ (0,1), cluster-weight q > 0 and boundary conditions ξ is given by
φξD ,p,q[ω] = 1Zξ(D , p, q)( p1−p)∣ω∣qk(ωξ) ω ∈ {0,1}E , (1.1)
where ∣ω∣ = ∑e∈E ωe, ωξ is the graph obtained from ω by identifying wired vertices of
∂D together, k(ωξ) is the number of connected components of ωξ, and Zξ(D , p, q) is a
normalising constant called the partition function which is chosen in such a way that
φξD ,p,q is a probability measure.
When q = 1, φξD ,p,q is a product measure, which is to say that the states of different
edges are independent; this model is also called Bernoulli percolation with parameter p.
Two specific families of boundary conditions will be of special interest to us. On the one
hand, the free boundary conditions, denoted 0, correspond to no wirings between boundary
vertices. On the other hand, the wired boundary conditions, denoted 1, correspond to all
boundary vertices being wired together.
For p ∈ (0,1), q ≥ 1 and i = 0,1, the family of measures φiD ,p,q converges weakly as D
tends to Z2. The limiting measure on {0,1}E is denoted by φiZ2,p,q and is called infinite-
volume random-cluster measures with free or wired boundary conditions, when i = 0 or
i = 1, respectively.
The random-cluster model undergoes a phase transition at a critical parameter pc =
pc(q) in the following sense: if p > pc(q), the φ1Z2,p,q-probability θ(p, q) that 0 is connected
to infinity is strictly positive, while for p < pc(q), it is equal to 0. In the past ten years,
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considerable progress has been made in the understanding of this phase transition: the
critical point was proved in [BD12] (see also [DRT19, DM16, DRT16]) to be equal to
pc(q) = √q
1 +√q .
It was also proved in [DST17, DGHMT16, RS19] that the phase transition is continuous
(i.e. that θ(pc, q) = 0) if q ∈ [1,4], and discontinuous (i.e. that θ(pc, q) > 0) for q > 4.
As we are interested in continuous phase transitions only, in the whole paper we will
fix q ∈ [1,4] and p = pc(q), and drop them from the notation. For this range of parame-
ters, there is a unique infinite-volume random-cluster measure, so we omit the superscript
corresponding to the boundary conditions and denote it simply by φZ2.
1.3 Crossing probabilities in quads
A (discrete) quad (D ;a, b, c, d) is a discrete domain D along with four vertices a, b, c, d ∈ ∂D
found on ∂D in counterclockwise order. These vertices define four closed arcs (ab), (bc),(cd), and (da) corresponding to the parts of the boundary between them (here by closed
arc, we mean that the extremities x and y belong to the arc (xy)).
In order to define extremal distances associated to discrete quads, let us explain how
the discrete domain D can be seen as a continuous domain of the plane. First, consider
the counter-clockwise loop γ around D (up to cyclic permutation this loop is unique), and
identify it to a continuous piecewise linear curve in R2 by seeing all its edges as segments of
length 1. Then, the continuous domain associated to D is obtained by taking the bounded
connected component of R2 ∖ γ.
The extremal distance `D [(ab) , (cd)] between (ab) and (cd) inside D is defined as the
unique ` > 0 such that there exists a conformal map from the continuous domain associated
toD to the rectangle (0,1)×(0, `), with a, b, c, d being mapped (by the continuous extension
of the conformal map) to the corners of [0,1] × [0, `], in counterclockwise order, starting
with the lower-left corner.
As mentioned in the previous section, conformal invariance of critical models exhibit-
ing a continuous phase transition may be formulated using crossing probabilities of large
quads. More precisely, (D ;a, b, c, d) is said to be crossed (from (ab) to (cd)) in a configu-
ration ω, if it contains a path of open edges linking (ab) to (cd). It is expected that the
probability that the blow up by n of a given quad (D , a, b, c, d) is crossed converges as n
tends to infinity to a non-degenerate limit that depends only on `D [(ab) , (cd)]. While
we are currently unable to prove this result, we show that crossing probabilities remain
bounded away from 0 and 1 uniformly in the extremal distance.
Theorem 1.2 (Crossing estimates in general quads) Fix 1 ≤ q < 4 and p = pc(q).
For everyM > 0, there exists η = η(M) ∈ (0,1) such that for any discrete quad (D , a, b, c, d)
and any boundary conditions ξ,
• if `D [(ab) , (cd)] ≤M , then φξD[(ab) D←→ (cd)] ≥ η;
• if `D [(ab) , (cd)] ≥M−1, then φξD[(ab) D←→ (cd)] ≤ 1 − η.
Such crossing estimates are very useful for the study of the critical model. They
initially emerged in the study of Bernoulli percolation in the late seventies under the
coined name of Russo-Seymour-Welsh (RSW) theory [Rus78, SW78]. This theory has
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been instrumental in basically every result on critical Bernoulli percolation on the square
lattice since then. Progress in the theory has been made in the past few years during
which the RSW theorem was generalised to the random-cluster model first in [BD12] for
q ≥ 1 and specific boundary conditions, then in [DHN11] for q = 2 and general boundary
conditions, and finally in [DST17] for 1 ≤ q ≤ 4 and arbitrary boundary conditions.
One of the drawbacks of previous results is that the estimates were restricted to rect-
angles (the estimates are not expressed in terms of a conformally invariant measurement
of size). This restriction is substantial in terms of applications due to the fact that bound-
ary conditions do influence the configuration heavily in D , and that the roughness of
the boundary could dictate the strength of this influence. For instance, it could a priori
prevent the existence of open paths reaching the boundary of a domain, especially if the
boundary is fractal (which will be the case if it is the boundary of another cluster).
In Theorem 1.2, the crossing probability bounds hold in arbitrary discrete quads with
arbitrary boundary conditions. In particular, they are independent of the local geometry
of the boundary. The only other instance of such general estimates is the paper [CDH13]
treating the specific case of q = 2 in which much more is known thanks to discrete holo-
morphic observables.
1.4 Applications
Theorem 1.2 has many implications for the study of the critical regime. We simply mention
them briefly below, and refer to the corresponding sections for further details.
Tightness of interfaces: It was recognised by Aizenman and Burchard [AB99] that
crossing estimates imply tightness when considering the scaling limit of interfaces
(see Theorem 7.1). While tightness for random cluster interfaces was already proved
[KS16, CDHKS13] using previously known crossing estimates, we would like to men-
tion that the implication is quite straightforward when using Theorem 1.2.
Non-simple curves in the scaling limit: Theorem 1.2 implies that at large scales,
macroscopic clusters typically touch each other and that their boundaries are non-
simple (see Theorem 7.5). Let us mention that the family of interfaces describing
boundaries of large cluster in the critical random-cluster model with cluster-weight
q ∈ (0,4] is conjectured [RS05] to converge to the Conformal Loop Ensemble (CLE)
[SheWer12] with parameter
κ = κ(q) ∶= 4pi/arccos(−√q/2).
Thus, our result rigorously excludes the possibility that the scaling limit of random-
cluster models with q ∈ [1,4) is described by a CLE with parameter κ ≤ 4 (as these
are made of simple loops not touching each other).
Quasi-multiplicativity, localization, well-separation for arm events: While these
properties were already obtained in specific cases (q = 1,2, or general q ∈ [1,4] but
only for alternating arm-events with an even number of arms), we prove this state-
ment for the first time in complete generality (see Propositions 6.2, 6.3, and 6.5).
Universal arm exponents: We obtain up-to-constant estimates for the probability of
five alternating arms in the full plane, and two and three alternating arms in a half-
plane (see Proposition 6.6). It is noteworthy that these critical exponents do not
vary for different random-cluster models despite the fact that these models belong
to different universality classes.
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The four arm exponent is strictly smaller than 2: We obtain a lower bound on the
probability of four arms between scales (see Proposition 6.8 for a precise statement).
This is a consequence of the value of the five arm exponent discussed above, and
the strict monotonicity of arm exponents, which in turn follows from Theorem 1.2.
Bounds on the four arm exponent have important consequences for the geometry of
interfaces. In particular, they may be used to prove the existence of polynomially
many pivotals.
When 1 ≤ q ≤ 3, we even prove a quantitative lower bound on the four arm ex-
ponent (Proposition 6.9) which is of interest when trying to prove the existence of
exceptional times for the Glauber dynamics.
The six-arm exponent is strictly larger than 2: Another consequence of the univer-
sal value of the five arm exponent and of the strict monotonicity of arm exponents
is an upper bound on the probability of having six alternating arms (Corollary 6.7).
We mentioned it since it is very useful when studying percolation models at criti-
cality, in particular when studying the Schramm-Smirnov topology [SchSmi11] (see
the detailed discussion in Section 7).
New bounds for the one, two and four-arm exponents: A byproduct of our proof
is the following family of surprising bounds. For 1 ≤ q ≤ 2, the one-arm, two-arm
and four-arm exponents can be rigorously bounded from above by 1/4, 1/2 and 3/2,
respectively, thus improving on the existing bounds, even in the case of Bernoulli
percolation. For Bernoulli percolation, these bounds can be further improved to 1/6,
1/3, and 4/3 (to be compared with the conjectured values 5/48, 1/4, and 5/4). We
refer to Section 6.4 for details.
Scaling relations: The existence of pivotals mentioned above is an important ingredient
of the proof [DM20] of scaling relations connecting the different critical exponents
of the random-cluster model.
1.5 Idea of the proof of the main theorem
The starting point is the crossing estimates obtained for every 1 ≤ q ≤ 4 in [DST17]. These
estimates can be written under different forms. Here, we choose the following one. Write
Λn for the domain spanned by the vertex-set {−n, . . . , n}2, and Λn(x) for its translate
by x ∈ Z2. For a box B ∶= Λr(x), let B ∶= Λ2r(x) be the twice bigger box and CircB be
the event that there exists a circuit in ω surrounding B and contained in B. The main
theorem of [DST17] (together with Proposition 5 in the same paper) implies the existence,
for every 1 ≤ q ≤ 4, of ccir > 0 such that for every domain D and every B with B ⊂ D ,
φ0D[CircB] ≥ ccir. (1.2)
Note that the previous estimate is valid also for q = 4 (unlike our main result), and that
it does not require the existence of a macroscopic cluster touching the boundary. In fact,
the main difficulty of our result consists in proving the existence of large clusters touching
possibly fractal boundaries with free boundary conditions. Indeed, a statement similar to
that of Theorem 1.2 may be deduced directly from [DST17] if the measure φξD is replaced
by the measure in a domain which is macroscopically larger than D (see Section 4).
General considerations on the extremal distance together with (1.2) reduce Theo-
rem 1.2 to the following proposition, which will therefore be the focus of our attention.
Call a domain D R-centred if D contains Λ2R but not Λ3R.
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Proposition 1.3 For 1 ≤ q < 4, there exists c0 > 0 such that for every R ≥ 1 and any
R-centred domain D ,
φ0D[ΛR Λ9R←Ð→ ∂D] ≥ c0. (1.3)
The proof of Proposition 1.3 is the core of the argument. Historically, results on
crossing estimates are based on three different techniques. First, for q = 1 or for general
q but specific boundary conditions, one may prove that crossing probabilities in squares
are bounded away from 0 using self-duality. Then, probabilistic arguments involving the
FKG inequality enable one to extend these estimates to rectangles, see e.g. [Rus78, SW78,
BD12]. The use of self-duality relies on symmetries of the domain and of the boundary
conditions, and is therefore inefficient for general quads or boundary conditions. A second
technique based on renormalization arguments was implemented in [DST17, DT19] for
arbitrary boundary conditions but only for rectangles, and was used to prove (1.2). While
this technique treats arbitrary boundary conditions, it only applies when the boundary is
at a macroscopic distance from the domain to be crossed. A third technique, which allows
one to prove that crossings touch the boundary, relies on the second moment method
for the number of boundary vertices connected to a given set. This strategy works well
when D has a flat boundary, and was indeed used in [DST17] to show crossing estimates
for rectangles with free boundary conditions (see (1.11) below), but does not extend to
general quads. Indeed, except in the special case of the random-cluster model with q = 2
[DHN11, CDH13], up-to-constant estimates on connection probabilities for vertices on the
boundary are not available for general boundaries. Thus, the second moment method, as
described above, becomes essentially impossible to implement.
The strategy used here to prove Proposition 1.3 will be different than all of the above.
It contains two different parts, and may be viewed as a combination of a first moment
estimate and renormalization methods. Indeed, we start with a (sub-optimal) polynomial
first moment estimate, then use a renormalization procedure to replace the second moment
estimate and prove the existence of points on ∂D connected to ΛR with positive probability.
For r ≥ 0, call r-box any translate of Λr by a vertex x in (1 ∨ r)Z2. Notice that a
0-box is the same as a vertex of Zd. Consider R ≥ 1 and a R-centred domain D , and let
Mr(D ,R) be the number of r-boxes intersecting ∂D that are connected to ΛR in D ∩Λ7R
(the difference between the factors 7R here and 9R in Proposition 1.3 appears for technical
reasons). In particular,M0(D ,R) counts the number of vertices on ∂D that are connected
to ΛR in D ∩Λ7R. Hence, our goal is akin to showing that there exists a uniform constant
c > 0 such that
φ0D[M0(D ,R) ≥ 1] ≥ c (1.4)
for every R ≥ 1 and every R-centred domain D .
As already mentioned, the first step towards Proposition 1.3 is to lower-bound the first
moment of Mr(D ,R), which is the object of the following proposition. Introduce
M(r,R) ∶= inf{φ0D[Mr(D ,R)] ∶ D R-centred}. (1.5)
Proposition 1.4 (non-sharp scale-to-scale lower bound on first moment) For 1 ≤
q < 4, there exists c1 > 0 such that for every R ≥ r ≥ 1,
M(r,R) ≥ c1(R/r)c1 . (1.6)
Let us make some remarks about this result. First, we would like to emphasise that it is
non-trivial, in the sense that it does not follow directly from the RSW estimates. In order
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to put the proposition above into perspective, let us give the estimate that we obtain if
one uses only the RSW result (1.2) to estimate Mr(D ,R). By a standard scale-to-scale
gluing procedure, the RSW result (1.2) gives a lower bound of (r/R)C on the probability
that a r-box intersecting the boundary of D is connected to ΛR, where C > 0 is a positive
constant on which we have almost no control (it is a priori very large). Since the total
number of r-boxes intersecting the boundary of D is of order (R/r)d for some d ∈ [1,2],
we would obtain an estimate of the form
φ0D[Mr(D ,R)] ≳ (Rr )d−C . (1.7)
This lower bound does not establish the proposition above, due to the lack of control on C.
Another way to see that there is something subtle in the proposition above is explained
in the next section: we expect that the estimate (1.6) does not hold for q = 4 (even if the
RSW-result (1.2) does).
A second remark is that this estimate is non-sharp, in the following sense. For a fixed
fractal domain D , the expectation φ0D[Mr(D ,R)] is thought to behave like (R/r)η+o(1)
for some η > 0, but a priori the constant c1 in (1.6) is smaller than η. In particular, the
second moment method cannot be used to deduce (1.4) from the first moment estimate.
Instead, we use a new renormalization technique, inspired from the theory of branching
processes, and involving the following quantity:
p(R) ∶= inf{φ0D[ΛR Λ9R←Ð→ ∂D] ∶ D R-centred}. (1.8)
Proposition 1.5 (renormalization) For 1 ≤ q ≤ 4, there exists c2 > 0 such that for
every R/20 ≥ r ≥ 1,
p(R) ≥ c2M(r,R)min{p(r), ( rR)2}. (1.9)
Once we have established the Propositions 1.4 and 1.5, one can easily conclude the
proof of Proposition 1.3 as follows:
Proof of Proposition 1.3 Choose a constant λ ≥ 20 large enough that c1c2λc1 ≥ 1.
Then (1.6) and (1.9) applied with λr ≤ R ≤ λ2r imply
p(R) ≥ min{λ−4, p(r)}.
Consider the sequence un ∶= min{p(R) ∶ λn ≤ R < λn+1}. By applying the equation above
to r = λn, we have
un+1 ≥ min{λ−4, p(λn)} ≥ min{λ−4, un},
which implies that un ≥ min(λ−4, u0) for every n ≥ 0 by induction. Since u0 > 0 (by the
finite energy property), we conclude that inf{pR ∶ R ≥ 1} > 0, which corresponds to the
statement of the proposition. ◻
Remark 1.6 We will see in Proposition 7.4 that we can prove an even stronger result,
namely that with probability bounded by a universal strictly positive constant, in every
R-centred domain D , ΛR is connected to polynomially many points of ∂D .
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1.6 Origin of first moment bound and why is q = 4 excluded
The careful reader will have noticed that (1.2) and Proposition 1.5 are valid for every
1 ≤ q ≤ 4, while Proposition 1.4 and Theorem 1.2 require q < 4 additionally. At this stage,
it is useful to explain why q = 4 is excluded from the latter two statements.
Write φ0H for the infinite-volume measure
1 in the half-plane H ∶= Z ×Z+ and set
pi+1 (R) ∶= φ0H[0←→ ∂ΛR]. (1.10)
The proof of Proposition 1.4 will crucially rely on the following lemma.
Lemma 1.7 For 1 ≤ q < 4, there exists c3 > 0 such that for every R ≥ r ≥ 1,
pi+1 (R) ≥ c3(r/R)1−c3pi+1 (r).
This lemma is a simple application (see Section 6.1) of the following result from
[DST17]: For every 1 ≤ q < 4 and ρ > 0, there exists cbound = cbound(ρ) > 0 such that
φ0R[(ab)←→ (cd)] > cbound (1.11)
for every rectangleR ∶= [0, ρR]×[0,R] of aspect ratio ρ, where a, b, c, d are the four corners
of the rectangle, indexed in counter-clockwise order, starting from the bottom-right corner.
Since Lemma 1.7 is our starting point, we can summarise the innovation in this paper as
follows: we start from crossing estimates for domains with flat boundaries and extend
these estimates to fractal domains.
When q = 4, we expect the scaling limit of the critical random-cluster model to be
described by CLE(4). The probability that a macroscopic loop of CLE(4) comes within
distance ε of a point on a flat boundary is of order ε. We therefore expect that pi+1 (R)
decays like 1/R when q = 4, which contradicts the conclusion of Lemma 1.7. As a conse-
quence, the probabilities of crossing rectangles in (1.11) are expected to tend to 0 as N
increases. Thus, Theorem 1.2 should be wrong for q = 4, even in the special case of flat
boundaries. We take this opportunity to state the following question.
Question 1 Show that for q = 4, pi+1 (R) decays (up to multiplicative constants) like 1/R,
and probabilities in (1.11) tend to 0 as R tends to infinity.
To conclude, let us mention that Proposition 1.4 will be a direct consequence of the
previous lemma together with the following result.
Proposition 1.8 For 1 ≤ q < 4, there exists c4 > 0 such that for every R ≥ r ≥ 0,
M(r,R) ≥ c4 Rpi+1 (R)
1 ∨ rpi+1 (r) . (1.12)
The special form of the denominator is meant to accommodate the case r = 0. This case,
albeit not important for the application of the proposition (indeed Proposition 1.4 only
uses r ≥ 1), will serve as a stepping stone in the proof of (1.12).
The proof of this proposition uses parafermionic observables, as did that of (1.11)
in [DST17]. While these observables were previously used to study the critical phase of
several 2D models [Smi10, DST17, BDS15, DS12, DGPS17], the present use is new, and
we believe that the amount of information extracted from these observables is superior
to previous results dealing with general values of q; of course when q = 2 much more
is known due to further properties of parafermionic observables that are specific to this
cluster-weight.
To conclude this section, let us show how to deduce Proposition 1.4 from Lemma 1.7
and Proposition 1.8.
1The measure is obtained as the weak limit (as R →∞) of the measures φ0[−R,R]×[0,R].
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Proof of Proposition 1.4 Insert the bound of Lemma 1.7 into (1.12) to obtain the
desired result. ◻
1.7 Organisation of the paper
Section 2 recalls some basics of the random-cluster model. There are three steps in the
proof of Theorem 1.2:
• Proving the statements related to the non-sharp first moment estimate, namely
Lemma 1.7 and Proposition 1.8; they are postponed to Sections 5 and 6.1. Propo-
sition 1.4 was already shown to follow from these two results.
• Proving the renormalization procedure of Proposition 1.5; this is done in Section 3.
• Showing how Proposition 1.3 implies Theorem 1.2; this is done in Section 4. Indeed,
Proposition 1.3 was already shown to follow from Proposition 1.4 and Proposition 1.5
in Section 1.5.
Consequences of Theorem 1.2 for probabilities of arm events and properties of scaling
limits are given in Sections 6 (except Section 6.1) and 7, respectively. These are not
necessary for the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Convention regarding constants In this paper, (ci)i≥0 denote constants specific to
the statements in which they appear, and are fixed throughout the paper. The constants
c, c′, c′′ and C,C ′,C ′′ denote small and large quantities, respectively, whose enumeration
is restarted in each proof.
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2 Background
We will use standard properties of the random-cluster model. They can be found in
[Gri06], and we only recall them briefly below.
1. FKG inequality: Fix q ≥ 1 and a domain D = (V,E) of Z2. An event A is called
increasing if for any ω ≤ ω′ (for the partial order on {0,1}E), ω ∈ A implies that ω′ ∈ A.
For every increasing events A and B,
φξD[A ∩B] ≥ φξD[A]φξD[B]. (2.1)
2. Comparison between boundary conditions: For every increasing event A and every ξ′ ≥ ξ,
where ξ′ ≥ ξ means that the wired vertices in ξ are also wired in ξ′,
φξ
′
D[A] ≥ φξD[A]. (2.2)
3. Spatial Markov property: for any configuration ω′ ∈ {0,1}E and any subdomain F =(W,F ) with F ⊂ E,
φξD[⋅∣F ∣ωe = ω′e,∀e ∉ F ] ≥ φξ′F [⋅], (2.3)
where the boundary conditions ξ′ on F are defined as follows: x and y on ∂F are wired
if they are connected in ωξ∣E∖F .
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4. Mixing property: There exists cmix > 0 such that for every R ≥ 1, every D ⊃ ΛR, every
boundary condition ξ on D and every event A depending on edges in ΛR/2, we have that
cmix φ
0
D[A] ≤ φξD[A] ≤ c−1mix φ0D[A]. (2.4)
This property is not trivial and can be obtained using (1.2), see e.g. [Dum13].
3 The renormalization step: proof of Proposition 1.5
In this section, we fix R/20 ≥ r ≥ 1. Recall that r-boxes are translates of Λr by vertices
x ∈ rZ2. It is worth keeping in mind that r-boxes, having side length 2r, overlap.
For a R-centred domain D , introduce the subdomain Dr ⊂ D obtained as the connected
component of the origin in the union of the r-boxes included in D and at L∞-distance at
least 10r of ∂D . See Fig. 2 for an illustration. Notice that the condition R ≥ 20r ensures
that ΛR is contained in Dr.
10r
Dr
ΛR
SDS
D
Figure 2: An illustration of the domain Dr, a seed S, and its associated domain DS .
A r-seed of D is a r-box S = Λr(x) such that Λ2r(x) ⊂ D but Λ3r(x) ⊄ D ; in other
words, such that the translate of D by −x is r-centred (see Fig. 2 for an example). Let
DS ∶= Λ20r(x) ∩D
and say that S is c◻-activated for a configuration ξ in Dr if
φ0Dr∪DS [S Λ7R∪DS←ÐÐÐ→ ΛR∣ω∣Dr = ξ] ≥ c◻, (3.1)
where c◻ > 0 is a constant that will be selected properly in the next lemma. One may
observe that the small domain DS around the seed does not necessarily intersect the
domain Dr or the box Λ7R; in such cases the left-hand side of the equation above is always
equal to 0, and the seed S is never c◻-activated.
Let Nr(D ,R, c◻) be the number of r-seeds of D that are c◻-activated for the con-
figuration in Dr. We emphasise that Nr(D ,R, c◻) is measurable with respect to the
configuration restricted to Dr.
Even thoughMr(D ,R) is defined in terms of boundary r-boxes connected to ΛR, while
Nr(D ,R, c◻) is defined in terms of r-seeds that are c◻-activated (and therefore not really
connected to ΛR), one should consider these two quantities comparable. The following
lemma provides a bound between the expectation of Nr(D ,R, c◻) and that of Mr(D ,R).
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Lemma 3.1 There exist c5, c◻ > 0 such that for every 1 ≤ r ≤ R/20 and every R-centred
domain D ,
φ0D[Nr(D ,R, c◻)] ≥ c5φ0Dr[Mr(Dr,R)]. (3.2)
Proof By definition, (3.2) can be rewritten as
∑
S r-seed
φ0D[S is c◻-activated] ≥ c5 ∑
B r-box∶
B∩∂Dr≠∅
φ0Dr[B Λ7R←Ð→ ΛR]. (3.3)
In order to prove this equation, we fix a r-box B = Λr(x) intersecting ∂Dr and consider a
r-seed S = S(B) ⊂ Λ15r(x); such a seed exists since B is at distance between 8r and 12r
from ∂D . For each such pair (B,S) we will prove that the inequality
φ0D[S is c◻-activated] ≥ c◻φ0Dr[B Λ7R←Ð→ ΛR] (3.4)
holds for a suitable choice of the constant c◻. By summing this equation over all r-boxes
intersecting ∂Dr, and using that the number of boxes B corresponding to any given seed
S is bounded by a constant C, this concludes the proof with c5 = c◻/C.
We now prove (3.4). First, by comparison between boundary conditions (2.2) together
with the fact that being c◻-activated is an increasing event, we have
φ0D[S c◻-activated] ≥ φ0Dr∪DS [S c◻-activated] (3.5)≥ φ0Dr∪DS [S c◻-activated ∣B Dr∩Λ7R←ÐÐÐ→ ΛR]φ0Dr∪DS [B Dr∩Λ7R←ÐÐÐ→ ΛR].
Define the random variable X(ω) = φ0Dr∪DS [S Λ7R∪DS←ÐÐÐ→ ΛR∣ω∣Dr], and observe that S
is c◻-activated if and only if X(ω) ≥ c◻. Apply the inequality 1X≥c◻ ≥ X − c◻ to deduce
that
φ0Dr∪DS [S c◻-activated ∣B Dr∩Λ7R←ÐÐÐ→ ΛR] ≥ φ0Dr∪DS [S Λ7R∪DS←ÐÐÐ→ ΛR ∣B Dr∩Λ7R←ÐÐÐ→ ΛR] − c◻.
(3.6)
For the above, it is essential that X is measurable in terms of the configuration in Dr.
Finally, we can use the RSW-estimate (1.2) to bound the first term in the lower bound
above as follows. Write H for the event that all r-boxes B0 with B0 ⊂ DS satisfy CircB0 .
Observe that, if B is connected to ΛR inside Dr and if H occurs, then S is connected to
ΛR inside (Dr ∩Λ7R) ∪DS (see Fig. 3).
We deduce from (1.2), the FKG inequality (2.1) and the comparison between boundary
conditions (2.2) that H occurs with probability bounded below by some constant c > 0.
Thus
φ0Dr∪DS [S Λ7R∪DS←ÐÐÐ→ ΛR ∣B Dr∩Λ7R←ÐÐÐ→ ΛR] ≥ φ0Dr∪DS [H ∣B Dr∩Λ7R←ÐÐÐ→ ΛR] ≥ φ0Dr∪DS [H] ≥ c.
(3.7)
Equations (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) and the comparison between boundary conditions imply
φ0D[S c◻-activated] ≥ (c − c◻)φ0Dr∪DS [B Dr←→ ΛR] ≥ (c − c◻)φ0Dr[B Λ7R←Ð→ ΛR],
which concludes the proof if we choose c◻ = c/2. ◻
We are ready to prove Proposition 1.5.
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BS
ΛRΛ2R
Λ7R
D
Dr
Figure 3: The domain Dr associated to D is grey; several seeds are depicted. Notice that
some seeds cannot be activated (for instance the lowest one). The box B and seed S are
marked in red, the domain DS in yellow. When H occurs and B is connected to ΛR inside
Dr, then S is connected to ΛR inside Dr ∪DS .
Proof of Proposition 1.5 By Lemma 3.1, it suffices to prove the existence of c > 0
such that for every 1 ≤ r ≤ R/20 and every R-centred domain D ,
φ0D[ΛR Λ9R←Ð→ ∂D] ≥ cφ0D[Nr(D ,R, c◻)]min{p(r), ( rR)2}. (3.8)
Fix r, R and D as above. For each seed S = Λr(x), introduce the events
ES ∶= {S (Dr∩Λ7R)∪DS←ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ ΛR},
FS ∶= {S Λ9r(x)←ÐÐÐ→ ∂D}.
Fix a configuration ξ in Dr; it contains Nr(ξ) c◻-activated seeds. Among them, we can
select a subset A(ξ) of at least 1CNr(ξ) c◻-activated seeds with disjoint corresponding
domains DS , where C is an absolute constant which bounds from above the numbers of
domains DS′ intersecting a fixed domain DS (say C = 1002).
The FKG inequality (2.1) and the comparison between boundary conditions (2.2) give
that for every S ∈A(ξ),
φ0Dr∪DS [CircS ∩ES ∩ FS ∣ω∣Dr = ξ] ≥ φ0DS∖Dr[CircS]φ0Dr∪DS [ES ∣ω∣Dr = ξ]φ0DS∖Dr[FS]≥ ccir c◻ p(r), (3.9)
where in the last inequality we used (1.2), the definition of c◻-activation, and the definition
of p(r).
If CircS∩ES∩FS occurs for some S ∈A(ξ), then ΛR is connected in Λ9R to ∂D (we use
that the respective supports Λ2r(x), (Dr ∩Λ7R) ∪DS , and Λ9r(x) of the three events are
all subsets of Λ9R, thanks to the condition R ≥ 20r). Since the seeds in A(ξ) have disjoint
domains DS , and using the comparison between boundary conditions, (3.9) implies that,
under φ0D[.∣ω∣Dr = ξ], the probability that ΛR is connected in Λ9R to ∂D is larger than
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the probability that a binomial random variable with parameters 1CNr(ξ) and ccirc◻p(r)
is strictly positive. Averaging on ξ gives
φ0D[ΛR Λ9R←Ð→ ∂D] ≥ φ0D[1 − (1 − ccirc◻p(r))Nr(ξ)/C]≥ φ0D[1 − (1 − cmin{p(r), ( rR)2})Nr(ξ)/C]≥ ceφ0D[Nr(D ,R, c◻)]min{p(r), ( rR)2},
where in the second inequality we used that x ↦ 1 − (1 − x)n is increasing in x, and in
the third that c ∈ (0, ccirc◻) is chosen small enough that c(r/R)2Nr(ξ)/C ≤ 1 for every
realization of ξ, so that we can use that 1 − (1 − x)n ≥ nx/e.
In conclusion, (3.8) is proved. ◻
4 Crossings in general quads: from Proposition 1.3 to The-
orem 1.2
In order to prove Theorem 1.2 it suffices to show the lower bound (i.e. the first item)
for free boundary conditions. Indeed, the lower bound for arbitrary boundary conditions
then follows from the comparison between boundary conditions (2.2). The upper bound
(i.e. the second item) may be deduced from the lower bound by duality (see [Gri06] for
background on duality for the random cluster model) and the fact that `D[(ab), (cd)] =
1/`D[(bc), (da)]. The rest of the section is therefore dedicated to showing the lower
bound for free boundary conditions. The challenge here is to translate the estimates
of Proposition 1.3 to treat crossing probabilities in general quads. We divide the proof in
two: we first treat quads with small extremal distance, and then we generalise to quads
with arbitrary extremal distance.
Quads with small extremal distance Let us show that there exist constants η,m > 0
such that for any discrete quad (D , a, b, c, d) with `D[(ab), (cd)] ≤m,
φ0D[(ab)←→ (cd)] ≥ η.
The proof will be based on the following fact shown in [KS17] within the proof of the
implication G2⇒C2 of Proposition 2.6.
Fact 4.1 There exists a constant m > 0 such that for every quad (D , a, b, c, d) with
`D[(ab), (cd)] ≤ m, there exist x ∈ R2 and R > 0 such that any crossing γ from (bc)
to (da) in D contains a sub-path that connects ΛR(x) to ∂Λ2R(x).
From now on, fix a quad (D , a, b, c, d) with `D[(ab), (cd)] ≤m and let x and R be given by
the previous fact, with R minimal for this property. To simplify notation, let us translate
D so that x = 0. Observe that the minimal graph distance between (ab) and (cd) in
D ∩ (Λ5R/3 ∖ Λ4R/3) is larger than R/3, since otherwise one may find x′ and R′ < R
satisfying the assumptions of Fact 4.1, which would contradict the minimality of R.
Below we use the notation CircB and FS of Section 3. Set r ∶= ⌊R/60⌋ and consider
the event H that
• CircB occurs for every r-box B ⊂ Λ2R with B ⊂ D ,
• FS occurs for every r-seed S ⊂ Λ2R of D .
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d
Figure 4: Quads (D , a, b, c, d) with small extremal distance between (ab) and (cd).
Left: The minimality of R ensures that the arcs (ab) and (cd) are at a distance at least
R/3 from each other in the middle annulus Λ5R/3 ∖ Λ4R/3. Indeed, otherwise a smaller
annulus (in grey) satisfying Fact 4.1 may be found. Right: When H occurs, all seeds in
Λ2R are connected to each other; if in addition FS and F ′S occur for particular seeds S
and S′, then D contains a crossing from (ab) to (cd).
Then, if H occurs, we claim that (ab) is connected to (cd) inside D . Indeed, by the
choices of R and r, there exists a seed S = Λr(x) with Λ9r(x) ⊂ Λ5R/3 ∖ Λ4R/3 and such
that Λ9r(x) intersects the arc (ab), but not any other part of ∂D . The same holds for
a seed S′, with the arc (ab) replaced by (cd). When H occurs, there exist open circuits
contained in D surrounding each of these two seeds, and connected to each other inside
D . Moreover, since FS and FS′ occur, the circuits above are connected to (ab) and (cd),
respectively. See Fig. 4 for an illustration.
The FKG inequality (2.1) together with (1.2) and Proposition 1.3 imply that
φ0D[(ab)←→ (cd)] ≥ φ0D[H] ≥ (ccirc0)C =∶ η > 0,
where C is a deterministic bound on the number of r-boxes in Λ2R.
Quads with arbitrary extremal distance Fix M > 2 and some quad (D , a, b, c, d)
with ` ∶= `D[(ab), (cd)] ≤ M . By potentially restricting the crossing to a smaller quad,
we may assume ` > 2, which we do for simplicity. Let Ψ be the conformal map that
maps D to the rectangle [−1,1] × [0,2`], with a, b, c, d being mapped to the corners(−1,0), (1,0), (1,2`) and (−1,2`), respectively.
For δ ∈ (0,1), define the simply connected domain (see Fig. 5),
Q =Q(δ) ∶= [−1,1]2 ∖ ([−δ, δ]2 ∪ {0} × [−1,−δ]).
Consider four points (prime ends to be precise) u, v,w and t on ∂Q that split its boundary
into four arcs:
• (uv) is the right side of the vertical segment {0} × [−1,−δ];
• (vw) coincides with the boundary of [−1,1]2;
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ΨΨ−1
t u
w v
w v
ut
t u
w vΨ(a) = (−1, 0) Ψ(b) = (1, 0)
Ψ(c) = (1, 2`)Ψ(d) = (−1, 2`)
a b
c
d
D
Figure 5: A domain (D ;a, b, c, d) is transformed by the conformal map Ψ into the rectangle[−1,1] × [0,2`]. The domains Qkδ (on the right) are used to pave the lower part of the
rectangle; if they all contain crossings, then the vertical line {0} × [0, `] is surrounded by
an arc. The same is true before the application of Ψ, that is in D (left image). Finally, if
B and T both occur, then (ab) is connected to (cd).
• (wt) is the left side of {0} × [−1,−δ];
• (tv) coincides with the boundary of [−δ, δ]2.
The quantity `Q[(uv), (wt)] can be chosen smaller than m given by the first part of this
section provided δ is chosen sufficiently small.
For h = δ,2δ, . . . , ` (we assume that `/δ is an integer), write Qh for the intersection of
Q+(0, h) with [−1,1]× [0,2`]. Any such translate is a simply connected domain. We will
consider it with four marked prime ends uh, vh,wh, th given by
• if h ≥ 1, (Qh, uh, vh,wh, th) is simply a translate of (Q, u, v,w, t);
• if δ < h < 1, vh = (1,0), wh = (−1,0), uh and th the translates of u and t by (0, h);
• if h = δ, let vh = (1,0), wh = (−1,0), uh = (δ,0) and th = (−δ,0).
Notice that in all these cases
`Qh[(uhvh), (whth)] ≤ `Q[(uv), (wt)] ≤m. (4.1)
Consider now the pre-images Ψ−1(Qh;uh, vh,wh, th) of the domains (Qh;uh, vh,wh, th).
To not overburden the notation, we will consider that they are discrete quads; this is not
generally true, and Ψ−1(Qh;uh, vh,wh, th) should be replaced below by a discretisation
of itself. This may be done with only a limited influence on the constant η(L) that is
obtained at the end of the proof.
Since extremal length is preserved by conformal maps, the extremal distance in Ψ−1(Qh)
between Ψ−1(uhvh) and Ψ−1(whth) is smaller than m for any h = δ,2δ, . . . , `. Write Ah for
the event that Ψ−1(Qh) contains an open path from Ψ−1(uhvh) to Ψ−1(whth). The first
part of this section implies that
φ0D[Ah] ≥ φ0Ψ−1(Qh)[Ah] ≥ η.
We recommend to look at Fig. 5 for the definitions coming next. Let B be the event
that there exists an open path in D with endpoints on Ψ−1([−1,0)×{0}) and Ψ−1((0,1]×{0}), respectively, and which does not cross Ψ−1({0} × [0, `]). If the events Ah with h =
δ,2δ, . . . , ` occur simultaneously, then so does B (this is easier to see after transformation
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∂D′r
D
x
ΛR
Figure 6: When x is connected to ΛR inside D ′r, then B is connected to ΛR and x is
connected to ∂B inside D ′r.
by Ψ). By the FKG inequality (2.1) and the previous display,
φ0D[B] ≥ `/δ∏
k=1φ0D[Ah] ≥ η`/δ.
Symmetrically, if T is the event that D contains a path connecting Ψ−1([−1,0)×{2`}) and
Ψ−1((0,1] × {2`}) and which avoids Ψ−1({0} × [`,2`]), then we also have φ0D[T ] ≥ η`/δ.
Finally, if T and B both occur, then D contains a crossing from (ab) to (cd). The
FKG inequality (2.1) gives that
φ0D[(ab)←→ (cd)] ≥ φ0D[B ∩ T ] ≥ η2`/δ,
which provides the desired conclusion with η(M) ∶= η2`/δ.
5 First moment estimate: proof of Proposition 1.8
The section is divided in three. We first show how the case for general r follows from that
with r = 0. Then, we introduce the necessary background on parafermionic observables to
prove the r = 0 case. Finally, the last part is devoted to the proof of the r = 0 case.
5.1 Reduction to the case of r = 0
Fix R ≥ r ≥ 1 and let D be a R-centred domain. By adapting the constant c4 in (1.12), we
may restrict our study to the case where R/r is large enough; we make this assumption
below. Let D ′r be the connected component of the origin in the union of r-boxes included
in D . Consider x ∈ ∂D ′r and let B = Λr(y) be the r-box with center y ∈ ∂D ′r closest to x.
When R/r is large enough, ΛR and B do not intersect. Then, the comparison between
boundary conditions (2.2) and the mixing property (2.4) give,
φ0D ′r[x Λ7R←Ð→ ΛR] ≤ φ0/1B∩D ′r[x←→ ∂B ∖ ∂D ′r]φ0D ′r[B Λ7R←Ð→ ΛR] ≤ Cpi+1 (∥x − y∥)φ0D[B Λ7R←Ð→ ΛR],
where φ0/1B∩D ′r denotes the measure on B ∩D ′r with free boundary conditions on ∂D ′r and
wired on the rest of the boundary and ∥ ⋅ ∥ stands for the L∞-distance; see also Fig. 6.
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Notice that any B as above must intersect Dc (otherwise its center would not lie on ∂D ′r).
By summing over all x ∈ ∂D ′r we find
φ0D ′r[M0(D ′r,R)] = ∑
x∈∂D ′r φ
0
D ′r[x Λ7R←Ð→ ΛR] ≤ C ∑
k≤r/2pi
+
1 (k) ∑
B∩Dc≠∅φ0D[B Λ7R←Ð→ ΛR]. (5.1)
Apply now the case r = 0 of Proposition 1.8 to the R-centred domain2 D ′r to bound the
left-hand side from below by c4Rpi+1 (R). Moreover, Lemma 1.7 bounds from above the first
sum in the right-hand side by rpi+1 (r). Dividing by the latter, we obtain (1.12) for r ≥ 1.
5.2 Background on parafermionic observables
The proof of Proposition 1.8 relies heavily on parafermionic observables, that we define
below. These definitions are now classical and we refer to [Dum17] for details. We also
recommend that the reader looks at Fig. 7.
Let Ω = (V,E) be a discrete domain, let a and b be two vertices on ∂Ω. The triplet(Ω, a, b) is called a Dobrushin domain. Orient ∂Ω in counterclockwise order. It is divided
into two boundary arcs denoted by (ab) and (ba): the first one from a to b (excluding a
and b) and the second one from b to a (including the endpoints). The Dobrushin boundary
conditions are defined to be free on (ab) and wired on (ba). Below, the measure on (Ω, a, b)
with Dobrushin boundary conditions is denoted by φ0/1Ω .
Let (Z2)⋆ be the dual of Z2 (defined as the translate of Z2 by (1/2,1/2)). This way,
each edge e of Z2 is associated to a unique edge e⋆ (the one that crosses e) of (Z2)⋆. The
dual Ω⋆ = (V ⋆,E⋆) of the domain Ω = (V,E) is the subgraph of (Z2)⋆ spanned by E⋆,
where E⋆ is the set of dual edges associated to E′ = E∖{edges of (ba)}. Any configuration
ω on Ω will be completed by open edges on (ba) and closed edges on Ωc, which leads us to
an identification between configurations ω on Ω′ = (V,E′) and dual configurations ω⋆ on
Ω⋆ = (V ⋆,E⋆). Then, the dual configuration ω∗ has the property that dual edges between
vertices of ∂Ω∗ that are bordering (ab) are open (we call the set of such edges (ab)∗). See
Fig. 7 for an illustration.
The loop representation of a configuration on Ω is supported on the medial graph of Ω
defined as follows. Let (Z2)◇ be the medial lattice, with vertex-set given by the midpoints
of edges of Z2 and edges between pairs of nearest vertices (i.e. vertices at a distance
√
2/2
of each other). It is a rotated and rescaled version of Z2. Let Ω◇ be the subgraph of (Z2)◇
spanned by the edges of (Z2)◇ adjacent to a face corresponding to a vertex of Ω∖ (ba) or
Ω∗ ∖ (ab)∗. Let ea and eb be the two medial edges entering and exiting Ω◇ between the
arcs (ba) and (ab)∗.
Let ω be a configuration on Ω; recall its dual configuration ω∗. Draw self-avoiding
paths on Ω◇ as follows: a path arriving at a vertex of the medial lattice always takes a±pi/2 turn at vertices so as not to cross the edges of ω or ω∗. The loop configuration
thus defined is formed of a path between ea and eb and disjoint loops; together these
form a partition of the edges of Ω◇. We will not detail further the definition of the loop
representation, rather direct the reader to Fig. 7 and [Dum17] and point out that
• any vertex of Ω◇ (with the exception of the endpoints of ea and eb) is contained
either in an edge of ω or an edge of ω∗. Therefore there is exactly one coherent way
for the loop to turn at any vertex of Ω◇;
• the edges of ω in (ba) and the edges of ω∗ in (ab)∗ are such that the loops, when
reaching boundary vertices, turn so as to remain in Ω◇.
2Formally, D ′r is not always R-centred, but is R′-centred for some R′ between R/2 and R; this suffices
to apply Proposition 1.8.
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In the loop configuration, the self-avoiding curve with endpoints ea and eb is called the
exploration path; it is denoted by γ = γ(ω) and is oriented from ea to eb. For an edge
e ∈ γ, let Wγ(e, eb) be the winding of γ between e and eb, that is pi/2 times the number of
left turns minus the number of right turns taken by γ when going from e to eb.
Definition 5.1 Consider a Dobrushin domain (Ω, a, b). The parafermionic observable
F = FΩ,a,b is defined for any (medial) edge e of Ω◇ by
F (e) ∶= φ0/1Ω [eiσWγ(e,eb)1e∈γ],
where σ ∈ [0,1] is the solution of the equation
sin(σ pi2 ) = √q/2. (5.2)
The parafermionic observable satisfies a very special property first observed in [Smi10]
(see also [Dum17, Thm. 5.16]); it applies for any q > 0 when p = √q/(1 +√q). For any
Dobrushin domain (Ω, a, b) and any vertex v of Ω◇ corresponding to an edge of Ω ∖ (ba),
4∑
i=1η(ei)F (ei) = F (e1) − iF (e2) − F (e3) + iF (e4) = 0, (5.3)
where e1, e2, e3 and e4 are the four edges incident to v, indexed in clockwise order, and
η(ei) is the complex number of norm one with same direction as ei and orientation from
v towards the other endpoint of ei. Write Int(C ) for the set of vertices v of the medial
lattice which correspond to a primal edge of Ω ∖ (ba), and C for the set of medial edges
of Ω◇ with exactly one endpoint in Int(C ). Then, summing the relation above over all
vertices v ∈ Int(C ), we find ∑
e∈C η(e)F (e) = 0, (5.4)
where η(e) is the complex number of norm one with direction given by e and orientation
from the endpoint of e in Int(C ) towards the outside.
Remark 5.2 This relation should be understood as “the contour integral of the parafermionic
observable along the boundary of Ω◇ is 0”. The careful reader may, however, notice that
C does not always form a closed curve (see Fig. 7).
5.3 Proof of Proposition 1.8 when r = 0
For technical reasons related to the parafermionic observable, we first provide an estimate
in a geometry given by special Dobrushin domains. For `,m ≥ 0, call (Ω, a, b) a (m,`)-
corner Dobrushin domain (see Fig. 7 for an illustration) if its boundary is made of
• the vertical segment between (0,0) and b ∶= (0,m),
• the horizontal segment between (0,0) and a ∶= (`,0),
• a self-avoiding curve γ between a and b avoiding the previous two segments and
going clockwise around 0.
Lemma 5.3 There exists c5 > 0 such that for every (m,`)-corner Dobrushin domain Ω
with m ≥ `, ∑
x∈(ab)φ
0/1
Ω [x←→ (ba)] ≥ c5mpi+1 (m).
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Figure 7: Left: A (m,`)-corner domain Ω. The edges of Ω◇ are grey; those of α are bold.
Right: The loop representation of a configuration. Loops are drawn on the medial lattice
Ω◇ so as not to intersect any open or dual-open edges. For a point x ∈ (ab), the interface
passes between this point and the free arc (ab)∗ if and only if x↔ (ba). The winding of
a curve going from a medial edge adjacent to the primal arc (ba) to eb is equal to 0, pi/2
or pi.
Proof Consider the parafermionic observable on (Ω, a, b). Note that the edges of C are
of three kinds:
• the medial edges ea and eb;
• the medial edges of C incident to (ab)∗, we call the set of such edges α;
• the medial edges of C incident to (ba), we call the set of such edges β.
Equation (5.4) applied to Ω implies that∣∑
e∈αη(e)F (e)∣ = ∣η(ea)F (ea) + η(eb)F (eb) +∑e∈β η(e)F (e)∣.
Notice that, for any medial edge e ∈ α, if the interface passes through e, then the vertex
x ∈ (ab) which is adjacent to e is connected inside Ω to the arc (ba) (see also Fig. 7). Since
there are at most two edges of α adjacent to any one vertex of (ab), we deduce that
2 ∑
x∈(ab)φ
0/1
Ω [x←→ (ba)] ≥∑
e∈α ∣F (e)∣ ≥ ∣∑e∈β η(e)F (e)∣ − 2, (5.5)
where the second inequality uses the triangular inequality and the fact that ∣F (ea)∣ =∣F (eb)∣ = 1
Similarly, for any edge e ∈ β, γ passes through e if and only if the unique vertex y ∈ Ω∗
adjacent to e is connected by a dual-open path to (ab)∗ in Ω∗; write y ∗←→ (ab)∗ for the latter
event. When γ contributes to η(e)F (e), the argument of its contribution is determined
by the orientation of e. There are four possible arguments: eiσpi/2 and e−ipi/2 for edges on
the vertical section of (ba) and e−iσpi/2 and eipi/2 for edges on the horizontal section of (ba)
(up to a fixed phase that depends on the geometry of Ω around b). Additionally, observe
that any edge e whose contribution has argument e±ipi/2 may be paired with the edge f ∈ β
to the right or above it, which has contribution of same absolute value as that of e, and
argument e∓iσpi/2. Indeed, γ passes through e if and only if it also passes through f . Thus,∣∑
e∈β η(e)F (e)∣ ≥ cos [(1 + σ)pi4 ] ∑y∈(ba)∗ φ0/1Ω [y ∗←→ (ab)∗]. (5.6)
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By self-duality, the crossing estimates (1.11), and the mixing property (2.4), we may
deduce that for every y ∈ (ab)∗ between distance m/3 and 2m/3 of b,
φ
0/1
Ω [y ∗←→ (ab)∗] ≥ cpi+1 (m) (5.7)
for some constant c > 0 independent of m. Putting (5.5)–(5.7) together, we find that
∑
x∈(ab)φ
0/1
Ω [x←→ (ba)] ≥ 12 cos [(1 + σ)pi4 ] ∑
y∈(ba)∗ φ
0/1
Ω [y ∗←→ (ab)∗] − 1 ≥ c′mpi+1 (m),
for some c′ > 0. In the last inequality, we used that cos [(1+σ)pi4 ] > 0 when q < 4 (see (5.2))
and that mpi+1 (m) tends to ∞ (see Lemma 1.7). ◻
We now proceed with the proof of Proposition 1.8 in the case r = 0, which is slightly
technical. Throughout this proof, we will assume R to be large; small values of R may
be incorporated by adjusting the constant in (1.12). Fix a small quantity δ > 0 (we will
see below how small δ needs to be, and that it does not depend on R) and assume for
simplicity that δR and δ2R are integers (we may do this as we may take R large and
adjust δ). In the proof below, it will be important to keep track of the dependencies in δ:
the constants c, c′,C,C ′, etc are independent of δ, while c(δ), c′(δ), etc do depend on δ.
The idea is to construct a (m,`)-corner Dobrushin domain (Ω, a, b) associated with
each R-centred domain D in order to apply the previous lemma. We refer to Fig. 8 for an
illustration of the construction.
Proof of Proposition 1.8 for r = 0 Fix a R-centred domain D and consider the largest
Euclidean open ball B centred at the origin and which is included in D . Let x = (x1, x2)
be a vertex of ∂D ∩ ∂B and assume with no loss of generality that x is in the wedge{(u, v) ∶ u ≥ v ≥ 0}. Let y = (y1, y2) be the rightmost vertex of the half-line Z+ × {x2 + δR}
that is contained in B. Finally, let τ be the translation mapping x to y.
Definition 5.4 (corner domain associated with D) Let a ∶= x − (8δ2R,0), b ∶= τ(a)
and Rect be the rectangle with edges parallel to the axis, top-left corner b and bottom-right
corner x. Finally, let Ω be the connected component of a in the subgraph (D ∩Λ7R)∩τ(D ∩
Λ7R) ∩ (Rect ∪Bc); see the shaded region in Fig. 8.
Assuming δ > 0 is small enough, a simple trigonometric computation shows that the
distance between x and y is at most 2δR. This further shows that the distance along the
horizontal line passing through x between x and the translated ball τ(B) is smaller than
4δ2R. In particular, a is then contained in B ∩ τ(B), and so is b. Thus, if we assume δ to
be small and R large enough, the whole arc (ba) of the boundary of Rect is also contained
in B ∩ τ(B), hence it is part of ∂Ω. As such (Ω, a, b) is the translate of a (m,`)-corner
Dobrushin domain with m = δR and ` ∶= x1 − y1. Lemma 5.3 applied to (Ω, a, b) gives
∑
z∈(ab)φ
0/1
Ω [z ←→ (ba)] ≥ c5δRpi+1 (δR). (5.8)
We are now going to harvest this inequality by splitting the boundary arc (ab) into five
types of vertices and estimating the contribution of each of them in order to get a more
useful inequality, namely (5.10) below. Divide (ab) into five sets:
S1 = vertices of ∂D ;
S2 = vertices of τ(∂D);
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Figure 8: Left: The domain Ω; part of its boundary is contained in ∂D (black) or in
∂τ(D) (blue). The arc (ab) is divided into five sets S1, . . . , S5 as described above. Right:
When the event E occurs, the measure induced inside Ω dominates that with Dobrushin
boundary conditions. Then, (5.10) provides a bound on the number of points connected
to ΛR ∩ τ(ΛR).
S3 = vertices of ∂(Λ7R ∩ τ(Λ7R));
S4 = vertices of the horizontal segment between a and x – call this set [ax];
S5 = vertices of the horizontal segment between y and b – call this set [yb].
Next, we analyse the contribution of each of the sets (Si)i=1...5 to the right-hand side
of (5.8). Our goal is to show that S1 and S2 contribute significantly to (5.8), and thus
that S3, S4 and S5 contribute only partially. This will be valid for δ > 0 small enough, but
independent of N .
Contribution of S4 ∪ S5. There are at most 16δ2R vertices in S4 ∪ S5 and the crossing
estimates (1.11), the mixing property (2.4) and Lemma 1.7 give that
∑
z∈S4∪S5 φ
0/1
Ω [z ←→ (ba)] ≤ C δ2Rpi+1 (δ2R). (5.9)
Choosing δ > 0 small enough, we may suppose that the contribution of these vertices is
smaller than a quarter of the right-hand side of (5.8).
Contribution of S3. Any open path linking a vertex of S3 to (ba) needs to traverse a long
thin corridor with free boundary conditions on its sides, something which occurs with very
small probability. Formalising this is technical, but not surprising.
For any vertex z ∈ S3, the mixing property (2.4) gives
φ
0/1
Ω [z ←→ (ba)] ≤ C ′pi+1 (δR)φ0/1Ω [(ba)←→ ∂Λ6R].
Let us bound from above the last term on the right-hand side. For this term to be positive,
Ω needs to contain vertices of ∂Λ6R, hence we may restrict ourselves to this case.
Recall that x is the closest point of ∂D to 0 in euclidian distance, and that we assumed
that Λ3R ⊄ D . Thus x is contained in Λ3√2R ⊂ Λ5R. Moreover Ω ⊂ D , and therefore ∂D
does intersect ∂Λ6R. Let x˜ be the first vertex of ∂Λ6R when going around ∂D in counter-
clockwise order starting from x; let γ be the arc of ∂D between x and x˜ (see Fig. 8). Then
γ has length at least R. Choose a family of points x1, . . . , xs on γ, at a distance at least
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10δR from each other, from ∂Λ6R and from Rect. Due to the length of γ, one may choose
s ≥ c/δ for some small constant c > 0.
Notice that, for any 1 ≤ j ≤ s, any circuit of dual edges contained in Λ5δR(xj) and
surrounding both xj and τ(xj) separates (ba) from ∂Λ6R inside Ω. The crossing esti-
mates (1.11), the fact that τ is a translation by at most 2δR and the comparison of
boundary conditions (2.2) imply the existence of a universal positive constant that bounds
from below the φ0/1Ω -probability of existence of a dual-open path contained in Λ5δR(xj)∩Ω
that separates (ba) from ∂Λ6R inside Ω for each j = 1, . . . , s. The mixing property (2.4)
and the lower bound on s yield
φ
0/1
Ω [(ba)←→ ∂Λ6R] ≤ e−c′/δ
for some c′ > 0. In conclusion∑
z∈S3 φ
0/1
Ω [z ←→ (ba)] ≤ C ′′e−c′/δRpi+1 (δR),
where the factor R is an upper bound comes from the number of terms in the sum (recall
that S3 ⊂ ∂Λ7R∪∂τ(Λ7R)). By choosing δ smaller than some universal constant, the above
may be rendered smaller than a quarter of the right-hand side of (5.8).
Contribution of S1 and S2. Overall, considering the bounds on the contributions of vertices
in S3 ∪ S4 ∪ S5, we find that (5.8) implies∑
z∈S1∪S2 φ
0/1
Ω [z ←→ (ba)] ≥ 12c5 δRpi+1 (δR) ≥ c(δ)Rpi+1 (R). (5.10)
We are now in a position to conclude the proof. We have a large φ0/1Ω -expectation of
the number of z on the boundary that are connected to (ba) and we now need to convert
it to an estimate on the φ0D -expectation of the number of z on the boundary that are
connected to ΛR.
Consider the event E that there exists an open circuit surrounding (ba) in B ∩ τ(B),
and an open path from ΛR∩τ(ΛR) to (ba) in B∩τ(B)∖Rect. Recall that, by construction,
the arc (ba) is at a distance at least δ2R from [B ∩ τ(B)]c, and therefore of [D ∩ τ(D)]c.
Set D ′ ∶= (D ∩ Λ7R) ∩ τ(D ∩ Λ7R). Using the FKG inequality (2.1) and the crossing
estimates (1.11), we find that
φ0D ′[E] ≥ c′(δ) > 0. (5.11)
If E occurs, let Γ be the inner-most open circuit surrounding (ba) in B ∩ τ(B), and let Ω′
be the set of edges of Ω that lie outside Γ; notice that Γ may be explored from inside
and that, by the definition of E, Γ is connected to ΛR ∩ τ(ΛR). By (2.2) and (2.3),
conditioning φ0D ′ on E and on the realisation of Γ induces a measure on Ω′ that dominates
φ
0/1
Ω . Thus, (5.10) and (5.11) together give
∑
z∈S1∪S2 φ
0
D ′[z D ′←→ ΛR ∩ τ(ΛR)] ≥ c′′(δ)Rpi+1 (R).
Observe that φ0D ′ is dominated by both φ0D and φ0τ(D) and that S1 ⊂ ∂D ∩ Λ7R and
S2 ⊂ τ(∂D ∩Λ7R). Thus, the above implies
∑
z∈∂D φ0D[z Λ7R←Ð→ ΛR ∩ τ(ΛR)] + ∑z∈τ(∂D)φ0τ(D)[z τ(Λ7R)←ÐÐÐ→ ΛR ∩ τ(ΛR)] ≥ c′′(δ)Rpi+1 (R).
We conclude by observing that both terms are smaller than ∑z∈∂D φ0D[z Λ7R←Ð→ ΛR]. ◻
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6 Applications to arm events
In this section, we gather results concerning arm-events. Section 6.1 proves a lower bound
for the probability of the one arm event in the half-space (Lemma 1.7), which is necessary
for the proof of Theorem 1.2. The next sections contain applications of Theorem 1.2 to
other arm events.
For r ≤ R consider the annulus ΛR ∖Λr with inner boundary ∂Λr and outer boundary
∂ΛR. A self-avoiding path of Z2 or (Z2)∗ connecting the inner to the outer boundaries of
the annulus is called an arm. We say that an arm is of type 1 if it is composed of primal
edges that are all open, and of type 0 if it is composed of dual edges that are all dual-open.
For k ≥ 1 and σ ∈ {0,1}k , define Aσ(r,R) to be the event that there exist k disjoint arms
from ∂Λr to ∂ΛR which are of type σ1, . . . , σk, when indexed in counterclockwise order. To
avoid annuli with inner radii too small for arm events to occur, define rσ be the smallest
r such that Aσ(r,R) is non-empty for every R ≥ r. We also introduce A+σ(r,R) to be the
same event as Aσ(r,R), except that the paths must lie in the upper half-plane H and are
indexed starting from the right-most.
6.1 Proof of Lemma 1.7
We insist on the fact that this part only relies on the crossing estimates (1.11), not on
Theorem 1.2. With the notation of this section, we have pi+1 (R) = φ0H[A+1(0,R)], and we
will use the latter notation in this part.
Let Er be the event that Λ2r ∖ Λr contains an open path from ∂H to itself discon-
necting 0 from infinity in H. Combining crossings in three rectangles, the FKG inequality
together with the crossing estimates (1.11) give that φ0H[Er] ≥ c for every r ≥ 1. As a
consequence, (2.1) implies that
φ0H[A+1(0,R)]
φ0H[A+1(0, r)] ≥ φ0H[Er/2]φ0H[Er]φ0H[Λr/2 ←→ ∂Λ2r]φ0H[A+1(r,R)] ≥ c′φ0H[A+1(r,R)],
so that we may focus on bounding the right-hand side from below.
For ∣s∣ ≤ R/(2r), let Fs be the event that there exist a path in ω and a path in ω∗ going
from the translate by sr of Λr to ∂ΛR. Then, if [0,R/2]× [0,R] is crossed vertically by a
path in ω, and [−R/2,0]×[0,R] is crossed vertically by a path in ω∗, at least one event Fs
occurs. Moreover, due to (1.11), the two crossings mentioned above occur simultaneously
with probability at least c′′ > 0. The FKG inequality (2.1) and the union bound give
φ0H[A+1(r,R)]φ0H[A+0(r,R)] ≥ φ0H[A+10(r,R)] ≥ maxs φ0H[Fs] ≥ c′′′ rR . (6.1)
Successive applications of the bound on the probability of E2k with r ≤ 2k < R/2 give
φ0H[A+0(r,R)] ≤ (1 − c)⌊log[R/(2r)]⌋. (6.2)
Dividing (6.1) by (6.2) concludes the proof.
6.2 Quasi-multiplicativity, localization and well-separation
Let us start with the classical notion of well-separated arms. In what is next, let xi and x′i
be the end-points of the arm γj on the inner and outer boundary of ΛR ∖Λr respectively.
Definition 6.1 Fix δ > 0. The arms γ1, . . . , γk are said to be δ-well-separated if
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• x1, . . . , xk are at a distance larger than 2δr from each other.
• x′1, . . . , x′k are at a distance larger than 2δR from each other.
• For every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, xi is σi-connected to distance δr of ∂Λr in Λδr(xi).
• For every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, x′i is σi-connected to distance δR of ∂ΛR in ΛδR(x′i).
Let Asepσ (r,R) be the event that Aσ(r,R) occurs and there exist arms realizing Aσ(r,R)
which are δ-well-separated. While it is not explicit in the notation, Asepσ (r,R) depends
on δ.
Proposition 6.2 (Well-separation) Fix 1 ≤ q < 4 and σ ∈ {0,1}k for some k. Then for
all δ > 0 small enough, there exists c6 = c6(σ, δ, q) > 0 such that for every R ≥ r ≥ rσ,
c6φZ2[Aσ(r,R)] ≤ φZ2[Asepσ (r,R)] ≤ φZ2[Aσ(r,R)]. (6.3)
Proof With the help of Theorem 1.2, the proof follows the same lines as for the random-
cluster model with q = 2. We refer to [CDH13] for details. ◻
As a first application of this result, we obtain the following.
Proposition 6.3 (Quasimultiplicativity) Fix 1 ≤ q < 4 and σ. There exist c7 =
c7(σ, q) > 0 and C7 = C7(σ, q) > 0 such that for every R ≥ r ≥ rσ,
c7 φZ2[Aσ(r,R)] ≤ φZ2[Aσ(r, ρ)]φZ2[Aσ(ρ,R)] ≤ C7 φZ2[Aσ(r,R)]. (6.4)
Proof With the help of Theorem 1.2, the proof follows the same lines as for the random-
cluster model with q = 2. We refer to [CDH13] for details. ◻
For sequences σ with no two 0 or 1 following each other when going cyclically, the
previously available crossing probability estimates (1.2) are sufficient to derive the quasi-
multiplicativity for Aσ, see [Wu18]. Nevertheless, obtaining the same result for other
sequences relies crucially on Theorem 1.2. This is particularly important for the arm se-
quence 10101 that is used repeatedly later on, see for instance the discussions of (6.6), (6.9),
and (6.10).
Another classical consequence of well-separation is the possibility of localizing the end-
points of arms.
Definition 6.4 Let I = (Ii)1≤i≤k and J = (Ji)1≤i≤k be two collections of disjoint intervals
on the boundary of the square [−1,1]2, distributed in counterclockwise order. For a se-
quence σ of length k, let AI,Jσ (r,R) be the event that Aσ(r,R) occurs and the arms γi can
be chosen in such a way that γi starts on rIi and ends on RJi for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Since Theorem 1.2 generalises [CDH13] to every 1 ≤ q < 4, we refer to the corresponding
paper for the proof of the following result.
Proposition 6.5 (Localization) Fix 1 ≤ q < 4. For every k ≥ 1, every I and J as above,
and every σ of length k, there exists c8 = c8(σ, I, J, q) > 0 such that for every R ≥ r ≥ rσ,
c8φZ2[Aσ(r,R)] ≤ φZ2[AI,Jσ (r,R)] ≤ φZ2[Aσ(r,R)]. (6.5)
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6.3 Bounds on the probability of arm events
We begin with deriving up-to-constant estimates on three specific arm-events whose prob-
abilities do not really vary when changing q.
Proposition 6.6 (Universal arm-exponents) Let 1 ≤ q < 4. There exist c9,C9 > 0
such that for every R ≥ r ≥ 1,
c9 (r/R)2 ≤φZ2[A10101(r,R)] ≤ C9 (r/R)2 , (6.6)
c9 (r/R)2 ≤φZ2[A+101(r,R)] ≤ C9 (r/R)2 , (6.7)
c9 r/R ≤φZ2[A+10(r,R)] ≤ C9 r/R. (6.8)
Proof The proof of [CDH13] extends trivially to our setting using (6.4) and Proposi-
tion 6.5. ◻
Next we study two consequences of (6.6). The first concerns the six arm event.
Corollary 6.7 Fix 1 ≤ q < 4. There exist c10,C10 > 0 such that for every R ≥ r ≥ 1,
φZ2[A101010(r,R)] ≤ C10 (r/R)2+c10 . (6.9)
Proof This is a standard argument that we only sketch. Conditionally on the first five
arms, the probability that an additional dual arm exists decays at least as fast as (r/R)c
due to Theorem 1.2. Since the occurrence of the first five arms has a probability of order(r/R)2 as stated by (6.6), (6.9) follows. ◻
We now turn to an estimate on the probability of the four-arm event.
Proposition 6.8 Fix 1 ≤ q < 4. There exist c11, c12 > 0 such that for every R ≥ r ≥ 1,
φZ2[A1010(r,R)] ≥ c11 r pi+1 (R)Rpi+1 (r) ≥ c12(r/R)2−c12 . (6.10)
That the probability of the four-arm event is polynomially larger than that of the five-
arm event, that is than (r/R)2, is a standard consequence of Theorem 1.2. It is noteworthy
that (6.10) aditionally provides an explicit bound for the probability of the four-arm event
in terms of the probability of the half-plane one-arm event.
Proof Fix 1 ≤ r ≤ R. Let E be the event that Λ3R contains both an open circuit and
a dual open circuit surrounding Λ2R, with the open one being connected to ∂Λ4R. By
the crossing estimates (1.11), φZ2[E] ≥ c > 0. Let D be the connected component of 0
in the set of vertices not connected to ∂Λ3R (to be more precise the largest subdomain
containing 0). Observe that when E occurs, D is R-centred. Moreover, conditionally on
D and on the configuration outside of it, the measure inside D is φ0D .
Let A1010(x, r,R) be the translate by the vector x ∈ Z2 of the event A1010(r,R). Then,
for any r-box Λr(x) that intersects Dc and is connected to ΛR in D , A1010(x, r,R) occurs.
Indeed, the two arms of type 0 are given by ∂D , one arm of type 1 is given by the fact
that any vertex of Dc neighbouring a vertex of D is connected to ∂Λ4R outside of D , and
the second arm of type 1 is given by the connection between Λr(x) and ΛR. Thus
∑
x∈rZ2∩Λ3R φZ2[A1010(x, r,R)] ≥ φZ2[φD[Mr(D ,R)]1E] ≥ cM(r,R). (6.11)
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Proposition 1.8 and Lemma 1.7 conclude the proof since there are C(R/r)2 terms in the
sum above, all equal to φZ2[A1010(r,R)]. ◻
Using the parafermionic observable, when q ∈ [1,3], the previous lower bound on the
probability of the four arm event may be transformed as follows.
Proposition 6.9 For every 1 ≤ q ≤ 3, there exists c13 > 0 such that for every R ≥ 1,
φZ2[A1010(1,R)] ≥ c13R−2+c13 1φZ2 [A1(0,R)] . (6.12)
The above inequality is interesting from two points of view. First, it can be used to
prove that the density of the infinite cluster θ(p) is not Lipschitz near pc (see [DM20]).
Second, it is a necessary condition fo the Glauber dynamics to have exceptional times (we
refer to [GPS18] and references therein for details). Let us mention that (6.12) is expected
to fail for q close to 4.
Proof By Proposition 6.8, it suffices to prove the existence of c > 0 such that for every
R ≥ 1,
Rφ0H[A+1(0,R)]φZ2[A1(0,R)] ≥ cRc. (6.13)
In order to do so, we use the parafermionic observable. Consider the Dobrushin domain
ΩR obtained from Λ3R by removing the vertices (x,0) with x ≥ 1 (call this the slit), with
a = b = 0 (in this case ea and eb are the medial edges right of the origin, and the exploration
path is simply the loop passing through ea and eb); see Fig. 9. We now apply (5.4) to ΩR.
The set C of boundary medial edges is split into three parts: the set {ea, eb}, the set α of
edges that are on the boundary of Λ◇3R, and the set β of remaining edges, which are above
and below the slit. Proceeding as in Lemma 5.3, we have
2 ∑
x∈∂Λ3R φ
0
ΩR
[0←→ x] ≥∑
e∈α ∣F (e)∣ ≥ ∣∑e∈β η(e)F (e) + η(ea)F (ea) + η(eb)F (eb)∣. (6.14)
A careful computation (along the same lines as that leading to (5.6), and using the vertical
symmetry of ΩR) shows that the two complex numbers ∑e∈β η(e)F (e) and η(ea)F (ea) +
η(eb)F (eb) are collinear; see also the explanation of Fig. 9. Moreover, when 1 < q ≤ 3
(which is to say σ ∈ (1/3,2/3]), they also have the same direction, which implies
∣∑
e∈β η(e)F (e)+ η(ea)F (ea)+ η(eb)F (eb)∣ ≥ ∣η(ea)F (ea)+ η(eb)F (eb)∣ = 2 cos pi4 (3σ − 1) > 0.
The two last displayed inequalities imply
∑
x∈∂Λ3R φ
0
ΩR
[0←→ x] ≥ cos pi4 (3σ − 1). (6.15)
Now, for 0 to be connected to x ∈ ∂Λ3R, 0 must be connected to ∂ΛR and x to ∂ΛR(x).
Thus, using the mixing property (2.4),
φ0ΩR[0←→ x] ≤ C φ0ΩR[0←→ ∂ΛR]φ0ΩR[x←→ ∂ΛR(x)] ≤ C ′ φZ2[0 ΩR←Ð→ ∂ΛR]φ0H[A+1(0,R)].
The second inequality holds since x is on ∂Λ3R, and therefore the boundary conditions
induced by ΩR are dominated by the free boundary conditions on a half-plane with x on
its boundary. Plugging the above into (6.15) yields
RφZ2[0 ΩR←Ð→ ∂ΛR]φ0H[A+1(0,R)] ≥ c′.
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Figure 9: Left: The domain ΩR used in the proof of Proposition 6.9 is obtained from Λ3R
by removing the slit right of 0. The medial edges ea and eb are right of 0; all other edges of
C are bold. The red arrows indicate the orientation of η(e) for four edges of β. Due to the
symmetry of ΩR, the absolute value of F (e) for these four edges is equal; their complex
arguments are 7pi4 (σ + 1), −7pi4 (σ + 1), 5pi4 (σ + 1) and −5pi4 (σ + 1), respectively (up to an
additive constant). Right: The Dobrushin domain used in the proof of Proposition 6.10;
the medial edges of the contour C ′ are bold.
Thus, in order to prove (6.13), it suffices to show that
φZ2[0 ΩR←Ð→ ∂ΛR] ≤ R−c′′φZ2[A1(0,R)], (6.16)
or in words, having one arm in a slit box is polynomially harder than having one arm
in a box. This is an easy consequence of the crossing estimates (1.11). Indeed, let Ak
be the event that for every even integer ` ≤ k, there exists no dual path in Λ2`+1 ∖ Λ2`
that disconnects 0 from ∂ΛR inside ΩR. If 0 is connected to ∂ΛR in ΩR, then A⌊log2R⌋
necessarily occurs. Thus,
φZ2[0 ΩR←Ð→ ∂ΛR] ≤ φZ2[0←→ ∂ΛR,A⌊log2R⌋]. (6.17)
Now, the crossing estimates (1.11) imply that
φZ2[0←→ ∂ΛR,Ak+1] ≤ (1 − c′′′)φZ2[0←→ ∂ΛR,Ak].
Inequality (6.16) follows readily by applying the above ⌊log2R⌋ times and using (6.17).
This concludes the proof. ◻
6.4 New bounds on the one, two and four-arm exponents
Proposition 6.10 Fix 1 ≤ q < 4. There exists c14 > 0 such that
φZ2[A1(0,R)] ≥ c14 pi+1 (R)1/2, (6.18)
φZ2[A10(0,R)] ≥ c14 pi+1 (R), (6.19)
φZ2[A1010(1,R)] ≥ c14 pi+1 (R)/R. (6.20)
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Proof The first inequality follows from the second one using the FKG inequality (2.1).
The third is the conclusion of Proposition 6.8 with r = 1. Therefore, it only remains to
prove (6.19).
Consider the Dobrushin domain ΛR, with a and b being the bottom right corner and
top left corner of ΛR, respectively; see Fig. 9. We will proceed as in the proof of Lemma 5.3
(and therefore only sketch the proof). Instead of working with the contour C which runs
along the boundary of ΛR, we will work with the contour C ′ that surrounds the vertices
of the medial lattice which lie below the diagonal x = −y. The medial edges of C ′ may be
split into those adjacent to the diagonal (call this set α) and those adjacent to ∂ΛR (call
this set β). By summing (5.3) over every vertex of the medial lattice which lies strictly
inside C ′, we find ∑
e∈C ′ η(e)F (e) = 0.
Using the triangular inequality, we obtain that∑
e∈α ∣F (e)∣ ≥ ∣∑e∈β η(e)F (e)∣ ≥ cRpi+1 (R),
where the second inequality was already proved in Lemma 5.3.
Notice now that, for any e ∈ α, a configuration contributes to F (e) only when the
primal and dual vertices separated by e are connected inside ΛR to (ba) and (ab)∗ by
primal and dual paths, respectively. Thus, due to the mixing property (2.4), if r denotes
the distance from e to ∂ΛR, then ∣F (e)∣ ≤ CφZ2[A10(0, r)]. In conclusion,
R∑
r=1φZ2[A10(0, r)] ≥ c′∑e∈α ∣F (e)∣ ≥ c c′Rpi+1 (R).
Finally, it is a classic consequence of the quasi-multiplicativity (6.4) and the bound
φZ2[A10(r,R)] ≥ (r/R)1−c′′ (which follows from (6.1) by standard arguments) that the
left-hand side of the above is bounded from above by c′′′RφZ2[A10(0,R)]. Plugging this
estimate in the last displayed equation gives (6.19). ◻
This proposition implies that one deduces bounds on the left-hand sides of the three
inequalities from bounds on pi+1 (R). For q = 1, [PonIkh12] showed that pi+1 (R)R1/3 is
bounded away from 0 and ∞ uniformly in R so that
φZ2[A1(0,R)] ≥ c/R1/6,
φZ2[A10(0,R)] ≥ c/R1/3,
φZ2[A1010(1,R)] ≥ c/R4/3.
While the result of [PonIkh12] is sharp, the bound we obtain are not (see [BD13] for
references on the case of site percolation on the triangular lattice to compare to the
following bounds). Note also that it is elementary to show from (6.1) and (6.8) that for
q = 1, pi+1 (R) ≥ c/R1/2, so that
φZ2[A1(0,R)] ≥ c/R1/4,
φZ2[A10(0,R)] ≥ c/R1/2,
φZ2[A1010(1,R)] ≥ c/R3/2.
We conclude this section by a proof that the inequality pi+1 (R) ≥ c/R1/2 is in fact valid for
every q ∈ [1,2], thus extending the previous bounds to this context.
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Proposition 6.11 For q ∈ [1,2], there exists c15 = c15(q) > 0 such that for every R ≥ 1,
pi+1 (R) ≥ c15R−1/2.
Proof We apply the parafermionic observable to the graph ΩR ∶= Z × [0,2R] with a =
b = 0. Using that the contour integral on the boundary vanishes, and following the same
lines as when going from (6.14) to (6.15), we find that
∑
x∈Z×{2R}φ
0
ΩR
[0←→ x] ≥ 12 ∣η(ea)F (ea) + η(eb)F (eb)∣ = cos pi4 (3σ − 1) > 0. (6.21)
At this stage we used that 1 ≤ q ≤ 2 and the horizontal symmetry of the strip to show that
the contribution to the contour integral of medial edges on the bottom of ΩR is positively
proportional to that of ea and eb.
Now, the mixing property (2.4) and crossing estimates (1.11) easily lead to the exis-
tence of c,C ∈ (0,1) such that
φ0ΩR[0←→ x] ≤ Cpi+1 (R)2c∣x∣/R,
where the second term accounts for vertices x ∈ Z × {2R} that are far on the left or right.
Plugging this estimate in (6.21) gives
C ′Rpi+1 (R)2 ≥ c′,
and therefore the claim. ◻
7 Properties of any sub-sequential limit
In this section, we describe properties of sub-sequential limits of the family of cluster
boundaries of the critical random-cluster model.
7.1 Existence of sub-sequential limits
To start, we recall the tightness criterion of [AB99] for families of interfaces, formulated
here for the random-cluster measure. The criterion may be shown to hold using the
pre-existent crossing estimate (1.2).
Let Ω be an open subset of the plane, and define Ωδ as the subgraph of δZ2 induced
by the edges included in Ω. Let φ0Ωδ and φ
1
Ωδ
be the critical random-cluster measures on
Ωδ with free and wired boundary conditions respectively. Also, let Fδ be the collection of
interfaces between the primal and dual clusters in Ωδ.
Theorem 7.1 ([AB99]) Fix i ∈ {0,1} and q ∈ [1,4]. Suppose that for each k ≥ 2 there
exist constants C(k) > 0 and λ(k) > 0, with λ(k) tending to infinity with k such that, for
all δ > 0 and any annulus ΛR(x) ∖Λr(x) ⊂ Ω with δ ≤ r ≤ R ≤ 1,
φiΩδ[ΛR(x) ∖Λr(x) is traversed by k separate paths of Fδ] ≤ C(k)( rR)λ(k). (H1)
Then the random variables (Fδ)δ>0 form a tight family for the Hausdorff metric on col-
lections of loops (see [AB99] for a definition). Moreover, there exists c16 > 0 such that any
sub-sequential limit of the variables above (for the convergence in distribution) is supported
on collections of loops which have Hausdorff dimension between 1 + c16 and 2 − c16.
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As mentioned above, it is a consequence of (1.2) that (H1) is satisfied for both i = 0
and i = 1, and any q ∈ [1,4]. Indeed, for ΛR(x) ∖ Λr(x) to be traversed by k separate
crossings of Fδ, a k-alternating arm event needs to occur in the annulus around x. It is
standard to deduce from (1.2) that the probability of such an event is bounded as required,
uniformly in r,R and the boundary conditions on the annulus.
Remark 7.2 A close inspection of the proof of [AB99] shows that it suffices to have the
existence of k such that λ(k) > 2. We deduce from (6.9) that k = 6 works in our setting.
See [KS17] for alternative criteria that are implied by Theorem 1.2.
Remark 7.3 The argument of [AB99] shows that the interfaces are naturally fractal. One
implication of this fact is the existence of c17 > 0 such that
φZ2[A10(r,R)] ≥ c17(r/R)1−c17 . (7.1)
In the next sections we derive from Theorem 1.2 properties relating to sub-sequential
limits for the family of interfaces.
7.2 Large clusters touch the boundary many times
In this section, we improve on Theorem 1.2 to show that large clusters touch the boundary
of a domain at all scales and in many places. To simplify the statements and illustrate
this slightly informal claim, we choose the context of R-centred domains and formulate
the result as follows.
Proposition 7.4 For 1 ≤ q < 4, there exists c18 > 0 such that for every R ≥ r ≥ 1 and
every R-centred domain,
φ0D[ΛR is connected in Λ9R to (R/r)c18 r-boxes intersecting ∂D] ≥ c18. (7.2)
There are several ways of obtaining this result. One is to use an argument involv-
ing exploration, along with the fact that p(R) is uniformly bounded away from 0 (see
Section 1.5). Here, we take a more direct approach based on our proof of Proposition 1.5.
Proof We will use the same notation as in the proof of Proposition 1.5. First, we claim
that the quantity
pr,k(R) ∶= inf
D R-centred
φ0D[ΛR is connected in Λ9R to k r-boxes intersecting ∂D]
satisfies
pr,k(R) ≥ c2M(r,R)min{pr,k(r), ( rR)2} for all R ≥ 20r. (7.3)
Indeed, the same proof as for p(R) applies, with FS replaced by the event FS(r, k) that
S is connected in Λ9R to k r-boxes intersecting ∂D .
Second, we claim that there exists c > 0 independent of R, r and k, such that
pr,2k(20R) ≥ c pr,k(R)2. (7.4)
To see this, consider a 20R-centred domain D and two R-seeds S and S′ that are at
a distance at least 20R of each other, but within distance 30R of ΛR. If the events
CircS ∩ES ∩ FS(r, k) ∩CircS′ ∩ES′ ∩ FS′(r, k) occur, then Λ20R is connected in Λ120R to
at least 2k r-boxes intersecting ∂D (see Fig. 10 and its caption for more details). Using
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ΛRS
S′
Figure 10: When the R-seeds S and S′ are each connected to k r-boxes intersecting ∂D
within the box of radius 9R around them, and when ΛR is connected to circuits around
both S and S′, then ΛR is connected to at least 2k r-boxes intersecting ∂D . Indeed, the
boxes associated to S are disjoint from those associated to S′ because the two seeds were
chosen far from each other.
the FKG inequality (2.1), the crossing estimates (1.11), the definition of pr,k(R), and then
taking the infimum over 20R-centred domains, the above leads to (7.4).
Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 1.3, we may choose a constant λ independent
of R, r and k, large enough that
pr,k(λR) ≥ 2 min{pr,k(R), λ−2} for all R ≥ 20r. (7.5)
Moreover, due to (1.11), we may assume that λ is also such that infr pr,1(20r) ≥ λ−2.
Suppose now that pr,k(R) ≥ λ−2 for some r, R and k. Then j ∶= ⌈2 log2 λ/c⌉ applications
of (7.5) followed by one application of (7.4) yield
pr,2k(20λjR) ≥ min{2jpr,2k(20R),2λ−2} ≥ 2j cλ−4 ≥ λ−2.
The above together with the bound on pr,1(20r) implies the existence of c′ > 0 such that
inf
r,R
pr,(R/r)c′ (R) > 0, which is the desired conclusion. ◻
7.3 Large clusters touch each other
Theorem 7.1 implies that sub-sequential limitsF of collections of loops Fδ exist, but does
not guarantee that the loops of F touch each other (as is expected). If the macroscopic
loops ofFδ are shown to touch each other, then the same follows for those ofF . However,
the opposite is not true; it may be that the loops of F touch each other, while the
macroscopic loops of F δ come within a mesoscopic distance of one other (as is expected
when q = 4). The self-touching property for Fδ is useful for
• obtaining the full scaling limit of discrete interfaces (we refer to [AB99, KS16] for
examples);
• applying [MSW17] to derive, for instance for q equal to 2 or 3, the convergence of
interfaces in the q-state Potts model from the convergence of the interfaces in the
random-cluster model by using a continuous version of the Edwards-Sokal coupling
where clusters of the CLE(κ) are colored in one of q colors.
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Below we show that macroscopic clusters (or equivalently macroscopic loops of F δ)
do touch each other with high probability. We illustrate this informal statement by three
results that we believe could prove useful. Other similar results may be obtained from
Theorem 1.2 if needed. We insist on the fact that q < 4 is necessary here (see Section 1.6).
Call a chain of clusters any sequence of distinct cluster C1, . . . ,Ck with the property
that, for each 1 ≤ j < k, there exists a closed edge connecting Cj to Cj+1. We say that
such a chain connects two sets of vertices A and B if C1 intersects A and Ck intersects B.
For N ≥ 1 and ` > 0, let Rect = Rect(N, `) = [0, `N] × [0,N] be the rectangle of aspect
ratio ` and size N .
Theorem 7.5 (Crossings of rectangles by chains of large clusters) For α ≥ 0 and
K ≥ 1, let G (K,α,N, `) be the event that there exists a chain of at most K clusters of
ω∩Rect(N, `) connecting the left and right sides of Rect(N, `), all of which have a diameter
at least αN . Then, for every ε, ` > 0, there exist K ≥ 1 and α > 0 such that for every N ≥ 1,
φZ2[G (K,α,N, `)] ≥ 1 − ε.
This theorem is expected to fail for q = 4: in this case the shortest chain crossing the
rectangle should contain either one or a logarithmic number of clusters. Below, we give
two consequences of the theorem, closer to the informal statements announced.
Corollary 7.6 (Large clusters are connected by chains of large clusters) Write
H (K,α, δ,N) for the event that any two clusters C, C′ of ω ∩ ΛN of diameter at least
δN are connected by a chain of at most K clusters, each of diameter at least αN . Then,
for every ε, δ > 0, there exist K ≥ 1 and α > 0 such that for every N ≥ 1,
φZ2[H (K,α, δ,N)] ≥ 1 − ε.
Corollary 7.7 (Neighbouring large clusters touch each other) WriteF (α, δ,N)
for the event that there exist clusters C, C′ of ω ∩ ΛN of diameter at least δN and such
that 1 < dist(C,C′) ≤ αN . Then, for every ε, δ > 0, there exists α > 0 such that for every
N ≥ 1,
φZ2[F (α, δ,N)] < ε. (7.6)
We start with the proof of the theorem, which is based on the following two steps.
First, we will show that the event G (K,0,N, `), that there exists a chain of at most K
clusters crossing Rect, regardless of their diameter, occurs with high probability. Then, we
will show that in any such chain, the clusters are actually large. The first step is contained
in the following lemma.
Lemma 7.8 For every ε > 0 and ` > 0, there exists K ≥ 1 such that for every N ≥ 1,
φZ2[G (K,0,N, `)] ≥ 1 − ε.
In other words, the above states that the Hamming distance to the crossing of Rect is
bounded by K with high probability.
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Figure 11: Left: The sets R0 and R1 in dark and light grey, respectively. The con-
nected component of the complement containing the right side of Rect is D1. Viewed as
a quad, there is a positive probability that it is crossed horizontally, which would induce
G (2,0,N, `). Right: a configuration with k = 3; the clusters C0, . . . ,C3 are depicted. The
edges e1, e2, e3 are marked by red circles (their choice is not unique). The boxes Λr(z),
Λmr(z) and Λnr(z) are marked in blue; notice the arms of different types between them
in red.
Proof Fix ε, ` and N . For k ≥ 0 let Rk be the set of vertices connected to the left side of
Rect by a path containing at most k closed edges. If Rk does not intersect the right side
of Rect, let Dk be the connected component of Rect ∖Rk that contains the right side of
Rect. Since the configuration inside Dk does not depend on the states of edges in Rk, the
measure induced by φZ2[⋅∣Rk] inside Dk dominates φ0Dk . View Dk as a quad with the arc(ab) being the right side of Rect and the arc (cd) being the boundary of Dk (see Fig. 11).
Using Theorem 1.2 and the fact that `Dk[(ab), (cd)] ≤ `, we find
φZ2[C (Dk) ∣Rk] ≥ φ0Dk[C (Dk)] ≥ η(`).
Finally, observe that if C (Dk) occurs, then so does G (k + 1,0,N, `). Thus
φZ2[G (k + 1,0,N, `) ∣G (k,0,N, `)c] ≥ η(`).
We may therefore fix K ≥ 0 depending only on ε and η(`) such that φZ2[G (K,0,N, `)] ≥
1 − ε for every N ≥ 1. ◻
The second step in the proof of Theorem 7.5 is provided by the lemma below. Some
notation is required. For R ≥ r ≥ 1 and σ ∈ {0,1}j , the quarter plane arm event between
radii r and R, denoted A++σ (r,R), is defined as A+σ(r,R), with the arms being restricted
to the quarter plane Z2+. For K ≥ 0, an arm in ΛR ∖ Λr of type 1 (resp. type 0) with K
defects is a path crossing ΛR ∖ Λr which contains at most K closed (resp. open) edges.
For K ≥ 1 and σ of length j, define Aσ(K; r,R) as the event that there exist j disjoint
arms with K defects in total, from the inner to the outer boundary of ΛR ∖ Λr, which
are of type σ1, . . . , σj , when indexed in counterclockwise order. Define the half-plane and
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quarter-plane arm events with defects, written A+σ(K; r,R) and A++σ (K; r,R), in the same
way.
The following lemma is a straightforward consequence of (6.9), the crossing esti-
mates (1.11) and the quasi-multiplicativity (6.4); see [Nol08, Prop. 17] for a proof in
the case of percolation which adapts readily to our case. Note that the sequence in the
first equation is not the same as in (6.9), but the same bound may be proved without
difficulty.
Lemma 7.9 There exist c19,C19 > 0 such that for every K and every R ≥ r ≥ 1,
φZ2[A100100(K; r,R)] ≤ C19[1 + log(R/r)]K ⋅ (r/R)2+c19 ,
φZ2[A+10(K; r,R)] ≤ C19[1 + log(R/r)]K ⋅ (r/R)2,
φZ2[A++10 (K; r,R)] ≤ C19[1 + log(R/r)]K ⋅ (r/R)1+c19 .
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 7.5.
Proof of Theorem 7.5 Fix ε, ` > 0 and N . For clarity, we will assume ` ≥ 1; the
same proof applies for ` < 1. By Lemma 7.8, we may choose K = K(ε, `) ≥ 1 such that
G (K,0,N, `) occurs with probability at least 1−ε. Henceforth we assumeK fixed as above,
and focus on configurations ω in G (K,0,N, `). Our goal is to prove that ω ∈ G (K,α,N, `)
with high probability for some α > 0.
If ω contains a horizontal crossing of Rect, then the cluster containing the crossing has
diameter at least `N and ω ∈ G (K,α,N, `) for any 0 < α ≤ `.
Next, we focus on the situation where ω does not contain a horizontal crossing of Rect.
Let e1, . . . , ek be a minimal set of edges such that ω ∪ {e1, . . . , ek} contains a horizontal
crossing of Rect. Write ei = (ui, vi) with vi connected to ui+1 in ω ∩Rect for all 1 ≤ i < k,
and u0 and vk connected to the left and right sides of Rect, respectively. Write Ci for the
cluster of vi in ω ∩Rect and C0 for the cluster of u1. By the minimality of e1, . . . , ek, the
clusters C0, . . . ,Ck are all distinct.
We start by analysing Cj with 1 ≤ j < k. Fix such a value j and let us assume that∥vj − uj+1∥ ≤ αN for some small constant α > 0 to be chosen later (here ∥ ⋅ ∥ denotes the
L∞ norm). Write r = ⌊αN⌋ and assume for convenience that N/r ∈ N and `N/r ∈ N.
By our assumption on the distance between vj and uj+1, there exists a r-box Λr(z)
containing both vj and uj+1. Let mr be the distance between z and ∂Rect (recall that
z ∈ rZ2 and that N/r ∈ N, hence this distance is indeed an integer multiple of r, as the
notation suggests). Let nr be the distance from z to the three sides of ∂Rect furthest
from z. Then, we claim that in ω˜ ∶= ω ∪ {e1, . . . , ej−1, ej+2, . . . , ek} there exist3:
3 Let us justify (a)–(c). Let Cleft and Cright be the clusters in ω˜ of uj and vj+1, respectively. Then
Cleft intersects the left side of Rect and Cright the right side. Write ∂Cleft for the paths of dual-open edges
separating Cleft from Rect ∖ Cleft. Define ∂Cright in the same way. By the minimality of e1, . . . , ek, the
boundaries ∂Cleft and ∂Cright of the two clusters are disjoint (since we are considering the edge-boundaries
of Cj and Cj+2 and that an intersection would imply the existence of a shortcut).
We start by explaining (a): both clusters Cleft and Cright and their boundaries intersect Λr and ∂Λmr.
It follows that each cluster contains a primal open-path between Λr and ∂Λmr and the boundaries of the
two clusters contain two dual-open paths between Λr and ∂Λmr each.
We move on to (b): suppose (as in Fig. 11) that z is closest to the left side of Rect. Then Cright and
its boundary intersect both Λmr and ∂Λnr; as a consequence Cright contains a path of open edges and its
boundary contains two disjoint paths of dual-open edges between Λmr and ∂Λnr. The same holds when
z is closest to the right side of Rect. If z is closest to the top or bottom of Rect, then Cleft and Cright
contain one arm of type 1 each, and their boundaries an arm of type 0 each. Hence we deduce that the
half-plane arm event with arms of types 1001 occurs. This is obviously contained in the half-plane arm
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(a) six arms in the annulus Λmr(z) ∖Λr(z) of types 100100;
(b) three arms in the half-space annulus (Λnr(z) ∖ Λmr(z)) ∩Rect of types 101 (if the
side of Rect closest to z is either the left or right one) or 010 (otherwise);
(c) two arms in the quarter-plane annulus Rect∖Λnr(z) of types 10 or 01, from Λnr(z)
to the two sides of Rect furthest from z.
Write E(z) for the event that arms as in (a)-(c) exists, with at most K defects. The
mixing property (2.4) and Lemma 7.9 give that
φZ2[E(z)] ≤ CφZ2[A100100(K; r,mr)]φZ2[A+101(K;mr,nr)]φZ2[A++10 (K;nr,N)]≤ C ′[1 + log(N/r)]3K(1/m)2+c19(m/n)2(nr/N)1+c19 .
Now, observe that for any m ≤ n ≤ N/r, there exist at most eight points z ∈ rZ2 ∩Rect at
a distance mr from ∂Rect and a distance nr to the three sides of Rect furthest from z.
Applying a union bound, it follows that
φZ2[⋃
z
E(z)] ≤ 8C ′[1 + log(N/r)]3K ∑
1≤m≤n≤N/r(1/m)2+c19(m/n)2(nr/N)1+c19≤ 8C ′[1 + log(N/r)]3K(r/N)c19 ,
where the union if over all z ∈ rZ2 ∩ Rect and the last inequality is obtained through
straightforward computation. Suppose now that α (and hence r/N) is chosen small enough
such that the above is smaller than ε; notice that the choice of α depends on K, but that
K only depends on ε and `, not on N . Then,
φZ2[G (K,0,N, `) ∩⋂
z
E(z)c] ≥ 1 − 2ε. (7.7)
Moreover, on the event above, each Cj with 1 ≤ j < k has diameter at least αN , since it
contains two points vj and uj+1 at a distance at least αN from each other.
At this stage, we should also exclude that the diameters of C0 and Ck are small. We do
this below through a similar argument as for the diameters of C1, . . . ,Ck−1. Suppose that
the diameter of C0 is smaller than r. Then, there exists z ∈ {0} × rZ so that u1 ∈ Λr(z).
Let nr denote the distance from z to the top and bottom of Rect. The same analysis as
above shows that ω contains
(b’) three arms in the half-space annulus (Λnr(z) ∖ Λr(z)) ∩ Rect of types 010 with at
most K defects;
(c’) two arms, with at most K defects, in the quarter-plane annulus Rect ∖ Λnr(z) of
types 01 or 10, from Λnr(z) to the two sides of Rect furthest from z.
We recognise above the event E(z) for z on the left boundary of Rect. The same analysis
applies when the diameter of Ck is smaller than r. In conclusion, the event in (7.7)
guarantees the occurrence of G (K,α,N, `), and the bound in (7.7) implies the result. ◻
Finally, we prove the two corollaries.
event with arms of types 101.
Finally we show (c): The two sides closest to z are necessarily adjacent. Hence we may suppose (as in
Fig. 11) that they are the left and bottom ones. Then, Cright contains an arm of type 0 from Λnr to the
right side of Rect, contained in the quarter-plane Z2+, and its boundary contains an arm of type 0 from
Λnr to either the top or the right side of Rect, contained in the same quarter-plane.
We deduce that arms as in (a)–(c) also exist in ω, but with K defects at most.
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Proof of Corollary 7.6 Fix ε, δ > 0 and N . We may assume N larger than some
threshold, and for simplicity we will consider δN and 1/δ to be integers.
Partition ΛN into strips Sj = [−N,N] × [jδN, (j + 1)δN] with −1/δ ≤ j < 1/δ. Each
strip Sj is a translate of Rect(δN,2/δ). Let α and K be such that
φZ2[G (K,α/δ, δN,2/δ)] ≥ 1 − εδ/4.
By Theorem 7.5, such values of α > 0 and K ≥ 0 exist, and only depend on ε and δ.
Write Gh for the event that G (K,α/δ, δN,2/δ) occurs in every strip Sj , and Gv for the
rotation by pi/2 of Gh. Then, due to our choice of α and K,
φZ2[Gh ∩ Gv] ≥ 1 − ε. (7.8)
Moreover, we claim that if Gh∩Gv occurs, then any two clusters in ΛN of diameter at least
2δN are connected by a chain of at most 2K clusters of diameter at least αN .
Indeed, any cluster of diameter at least 2δN contains a vertical crossing of a strip Sj ,
or a horizontal crossing of the rotation by pi/2 of a strip Sj . As such, it is contained in one
of the chains of clusters crossing horizontally the strips Sj , or vertically their rotations.
Finally, if C and C′ are members of two such chains, we can exhibit a chain of clusters
connecting C to C′ by following a chain crossing some Sj horizontally, then one crossing
vertically the rotation of some Sj′ . By construction, the chain thus obtained contains only
clusters of diameter at least αN and at most 2K of them. In conclusion, (7.8) implies
that φZ2[H (2K,α,2δ,N)] ≥ 1 − ε. ◻
Proof of Corollary 7.7 Fix some δ > α > 0 and N ≥ 1. Assume for simplicity that
r ∶= αN and N/r = 1/α are integers. By the same analysis as in the proof of Theorem 7.5,
if F (α, δ,N) occurs, then there exists a r-box Λr(z) that intersects two clusters C and
C′ of diameters at least δN and at a distance at least 2 from each other. Write mr for
the distance between z and ∂ΛN . Then we claim that ω contains
(a) six arms in the annulus Λmr(z) ∖Λr(z) of types 100100;
(b) four arms in the half-space annulus (ΛδN(z) ∖Λmr(z)) ∩ΛN of types 1001.
Indeed, the two primal arms are provided by C and C′ and the dual ones by their disjoint
boundaries. Following the proof of Theorem 7.5, there exists C > 0 independent of α, δ or
N such that
φZ2[F (α, δ,N)] ≤ C(α/δ)c19 .
Thus, for ε, δ > 0, in order to obtain (7.6), it suffices to choose α small enough for the
above to be smaller than ε. ◻
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